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' TO GET MONEY
a
•
ChicagoTelephone Company
Agrees to Pay.
THROWS BOOKS OPEN
TO ACCOUNTANTS.
The Amount Due Is Claime dto Be
Upward of $soo,000.
FRANCHISE QUESTION
IS HELD IN ABEYENCE.
Chicago, Ill., March i.—Follow•
int an expression of willingness by
she Chicago Tekpitone company to
reach a settlement as to back com-
pensation due the city, Comptroller
McGann yesterday began to prepare
for an investigation of the company's
gamines.
John Barton Payne, counsel for
the conipany, appeared before Ore
council conunittee on gas, oil and
-electric lights during the afternoon
said this clients were not only will-
ing to agree on compensation but
also to permit an examination of
their books by an accountant whom
the committee might name. The
•compensation to be pai debt city is
.estimated at from jatoomo to jsoo,-
noo.
After hearing Attorney Payne's
statement the aldermen decided to
suspend all negotiations for the fran-
chise which she Chicago company is
seeleing until a ekttlensent cif • the
compensation to be paid the city is
If the city official, are t satisfied
with the agreement reac4ie3 the ih-
vestsgalion of the company's earn
jugs and rates will be opined imme-
diately. The frandhise field, several
of the committeemen said, would be
thrown open to the independent coin
panias who ele;se to toter Chicago.
a MANY LESS
SALOONS
UNDERSTOOD THAT MANY
PEOPLE ARE PREPARING
FOR PETITIONS.
'The Limit Will Be Placed on the
Saloon License if the bill goes
Through the Legislature.
One of t e progressive and leading
lights in citi boards yesterday
stated., fie had been talking to
a great litany people and also his as-
sociates trite public boards, and
prospects were that She number of
saloons in thisatity would be reduced
about twenty-five irar cent, at the
end of June this year, because Ii-
censer were- to be taken from many
the proprietors at that time. He
said that 14 ''Oettlearetood petitions
were being gotten up by the people
residing around a number of objec-
tionable saloonsotu be presonteas\to
the logillative authorities when it
came to tenewing the licenses next
June. Wherever, the complainants
establish the fact that ...disorderly
places--. are -conducted by prOpriotors
the licenses of the latter will un-
doubtedly be taken away.
And then another thing, said this
official, the public boards intended to
put up the saloon liceese t the limit
if there goes through both houses at
'Frankfort and is enacted into a
law,, the legislative mersure cm-
powering municipalities of this class
to put the license up as, high as $oon.
At present it is Otso for-the city, but
if the raise is made this will shut out
many of the little dives that are run
around the outskirts and could nOt
flourish under the high license which
is la good thing towards first class
places beiog maintained,
The legialative boards have out-
lined a rigid policy they will adhere
to in compelling the ealoonists
obi* Oy'Ohe !sort, Ate laxity lsoreto-
tore existing in tbia respect being
sent to the rear.
Nothing bar yet been done towards
outlining the district wherein
*Hoops will have to exist, none be-
permitted to flourish outside, but
the hoards expect to do stnnething'in
this regard when they get ,off their
hands the lighting proposition and
other questions engrossing their en-
tire time at present. They always
helm more work when the year starts
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when the voluminous quantities are
off, than later in the season, andl STREET LIGHTING coNT
gotten rid of they will take up mat-
ters which can be deferred for some
months without 'injury resulting to
the issues.
LID GOES ON IN MEMPHIS.,
Carefully Laid Plans of Gamblers
Came.: to
Memphis, Tenn., March
vitations announcing the formal
opening of a "palace where gentle-
men can dabble in their favorite
game of chance" fell in the hands of
Chief of Police George T. 0. Haver
and now announcement is made hat
the "lid" is on so far as roulette,
faro, theironomous, chuc-aOluck and
crape are concerned.
The tip had been universally
spread that a "wide open" town
would be permitted. Manufacturers
of gambling parlphernalia, accoOd-
jowly, did a heavy business, as a
dozen rooms were furnisibed.
300,000,000 TONS
ORE SOLD FOR
$1,125,000,000
J. J. Hill Said to Have Closed With
United States Steel Corporation
for Working Great Mesaba Range.
MOST GIGANTIC DEAL
IN AMERICAN MINING
Cleveland, 0., March t.—It is
stated that a deal involving iron ore
amounting to as great a tonnage as
all the ore mined in the Lake Su-
perior ranges during the more than
fifty years of their operation, a deal
by which the immensely valuable ore
properties of James J. Hi•I on the
Miesatba range are to pass into the
control of the United States Steel
Corporation for a period of thirty
years, is about to be contaminated.
A special from Duluth to the Iron
Trade Review says:
"Although no official announce-
ment has been made your corres-
pondent is informed on authority re-
liable beyong a question that ail of
the principal terms have been agreed
upon and the contract drawn. It is
estimated that the Hill interests have
ore deposits amounting to 000,000,-,
000 tons, which, delivered at lake
ports, weak, be worth $1,250,000
IS WILLING TO
KILL PRESIDENT.
Avowed Aaarchist Will Be Deported
for Expressing His Views.
San Francisco, Cal., March 1.—The
open declaration that he is an an-
archist 'and woulO as soon kill the
president of the United States as any
other man will cost Benedetta Tor-
dini his residence in this country.
Immigrant Inapector 'Phonies M.
Crawford will leave for New York
tonight with Torchni, who is to be
sent home to Italy by order of the
secretary of the department of COM%
merce and labor.
Benedetta served ten years in the
California penitentiary for burning a
warehouse at Petaluma. After his
release he went to Italy, where he
was imprisoned \ fir carrying con-
realed weapons. When released he
returned to Petaluma with the avow-:
ed purpose of murdering the officers
who had arrested him for arson. He
has been in. the jail at Santa Rosa
for several nirmths.
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MONSTER MASS 0
MEETING MONDAY 0
EVENING 0
0
It is understood that ar- 0
rangernents have been made 0
for a mammoth mass meeting 0
to be held by all citizens on 0
Monday evening at the Cen- 0
tral Labor hall, on North 0
Fourth street, for the pur- 0
pose of thoroughly discuss- 0
ing the proposition to let the 0
Stone & Webster people barn- 0
ish the seventy-five street cor- 0
ner arc lights in estimation. 0
The community will in this 0
manner have an opportunity 0
to express their views on the
situation an drovern them-
selves Sccorlitigly. Ot is
understood that hundreds 0
will be there, as every citi- 0
lien is interested, and strong- 0
ly oppose the dose which at- 0
tempts are being made to 0
thrust down their throats 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'
RACT
ORDERED TO BE DRAWN
People Up In Arms and Will Appear
Before Boards---Alderman Pal.
mer Universally Denounced.
The ordinance necessary before the
legislative boards can contract with
the Stone & Webster company to
furnish seventy-five street corner arc
lights was at the meeting of the or-
dinance committee last evening with
City Solicitor 'James Campbell, Jr.,
ordered drawn up so it can be pre-
bell ted next week for its initial
adoption at the meetings of the pub-
lic boards. The committee talked the
matter over at some length, and di-
rected the solicitor to bring in the
necessary measure, which will be
very brief, as its contents will have to
only stipulate that the city is ens-
powered to operate and maintain a
public electric lighting plant, and be
also empowered to make contracts
with outsider& to furnish what addi-.
tional lights are needed.
This ordinanee is the result of in-
vestigations into the legal phase of
the unpopular question which is de.-
claimed by nine-tenths of the people.
The laws will not permit a contract
of this nature, without adoption of an
ordinance to this effect. The solici-
tor will immediately conspile the bill
and have it ready for the council next
Monday evening, at which time there
comes before that board the question
of ratifying the unprecedented action
of the aldermanic body, which sanc-
tions awardment of the contract to
the Stone & Webster people.
It is learned from many sources
that the people of this city will be
present Mbnday night many hundred
strong to show the legislative bodies
that they are not the "whole thing"
and cannot ram dawn the public's
throat high-handed outrages without
just protest from the people who pay
for assinfainance of the government.
One.of the city's wealthiest men yes-
terday stated that he had lived fit-re
all his life and voted for the present
board's, believing a change would be
good, but that he would more quickly
and willingly vote to turn them out
now, on their true nature evidencing
itself. to the reverse from thepeople's
wishes. He scathingly denounced
Alderman Palmer, "the corporation
champion" in the boards, 'end his re-
mark, were sanctioned bf the large
crowd of representative business men
who beard the remarks at the point
they happened to gather.
Mbhay of the city's leading men
lobo pay More taxes and have lived
here longer than aome of the narrow-
minded members of the city boardp,
have expressed themselves as de-
termined to be present Monday night
and dhow what a fight can be put up
when there is trampled upon the lib-
erty loving rights of the free com-
munity.
Ole gentleman stated yesterday
that even if the ordinance is passed
the mayor will to it, and this will
three-fourth vote to pass it overti.ti sa pp rova I, and that this could
never be done as enough of the
coweriltrien sill remtained loyal to
their constituents to uphold the
mayor if the latter adopts that means
of expressing his objection of the-
aldetmanic action.
The question is naturally a burn-
ing issue because of a -handful) of dis-
loyal men trying to override the ee-
l:Prettied imishon of ninety per cent, of
the , ate -prospects are
for *usually lively and hot time
night, so state all who have
clSrV themseives, and this in-early everyone.
SOLDIERS PREPARING
TO FIGHT CHINA MOB
Walhingtori,
department
from Shanghai
part ure from there
March t .—The
'has received a
announcing
navy
cablegram
the
yesterday of
de-
the
gunboats El Cano and Quiros for
kiukiang, which is near the scene
si the trouble.
Manila March 1.—The battleship
Ohio, flagship of the American fleet
on the Asiatic station, has sailed for
Honk Kong, where she will dock
and rush repairs so as to be prepared
frilsoiossible erniergencieS. Japanese
officess have assumed control of the
Imperial war college and trade and
commercial schools at Canton.
0
Manila, March I. —A leading
American firm in this city has re-
ceived the following cable from Can-
ton:
"The boycott has greatly encour-
aged the anti-foreign feeling. In the
per lecture of Chang Chew, near
Amoy, recent outrages against for-
eiga church procedure, approved by
Pelain, has strengthened the revolu-
tionary forces who are now eager•to
try conclusions with the government.
In a portion of China between the
Yatoose valley and the Hong Kong
district, a dangerous aMi-foreign
feeling -exists which is likely to
hregk out at any moment."
lilhe troops here are preparing
againvt the pending outbreak.
little storerooms occupied 'by Brun-
sor florist estaklishment and Har-
ms, ing's tailoring establishment 
i 
fee-
1i on Broadwiay, tearing out the
-d iding walls and connect them into
t dining hall, the new room to
run hada ` behind the hotel office and
towards the alley. Back on the
ground floor behind where the bil-
liard room now semilq Tin r'•,--oo .e.-•
Leindon, March 1.—The secretary,
of he Clhinese legation stated today
the recent outrages, in China'
not of anti-foreign character,
bu hat until America made conces-
sic* outbreaks were -bound to con-
tinge and bad feeling would remain.
REVISE THE HOTEL MAN
ORDINANCES IN THE CITY
COMMITTEE WILL NOT HAVE
THE WORK DONE RIGHT
AWAY.
There , Was Deferred Any Action on
the Tifoasure Creating Office of
"City Buyer."
Last eight the ordinance -commit-
tee during its gathering at the:city
taiked over at some length the
question or,revoring all the city ar-
dinances and resolutions and publish-
ing them, in book form but nothing
definite was done they deciding that
inasmuch as thie matter did not e-
mend immediate attention it could
well be held over until there itt• dis-
posed of more pressing matters that
need quick attention right now.
The city published in book form
several years ago all the ordinances
and resolutions existing, but since
(Continued on Page Five.)
MO. FRANK MURPEY CAME
1. IN YESTERDAY FROMCHICAGO.
Thinks the Dining Room and
•
Xitchen of the Hotel Should Be
On the Ground Floor.
the dining room. Then that space
now occupied by the dining hall and
kitchen on ,the sieond floor, could
ilie convertedinto bedrooms, they be-
ing large enolifor twenty or thirty
additional qqua ters to be used as
sleeping rooms. By placing the din-
ing hall on the first floor, facing
Broadway, this will add from that
source of revenue as it will make
(Continued on Page Five.)
JUDGE ASKED LAWYERS
TO KEEP CASE ON EARTH.
Chicago, Mlarob I.—Federal Judge
Humphreys has, waked the packers'
lawyers not to extend their case into
eternity. .
BATE! BILL
AMENDMENT
Yesterday Mr. Frank Miurphy, the
Chicago .gentleman who is interested
in the deal looking towards sale of
The Palmer and The Kentucky to
capitalists of the 'Windy City, ar-
rived in this city for a several days
stay on business connected with this
ploject.
!Mr. lifirphy is an old and exper-
ititced hotel men and immediately
*on getting here made a tour of the
'hostelry and believes some vast
Changes should be made in the strut-
tire. At present the dining room
atid kitchen ere upon the second
!teen and be thinks this should be
Changed to the first floor. In advo-
iletil this his idea is to take the
Prohibits Railroads From
Owning Coal Lands.
4
OIL LANDS ALSO INCLUDED
Offered by Senator Clay of .Georgia
—Debate on Statehood
Bill
5'
SPURIOUS BILL IN HOUSE.
Washington, March 1.—Mr. Clay,
ill the senate Tuesday, presentee% and
'had read from the desk a proposed
amendment to the railroad rate bill,
which make's it unlawful for common
carriers to own coal or oil lands, to
deal in coal or oil, to attempt to mo-
nopolize the trade in those commod-
ities or to control the price. A pen-
alty of imprisonment for from one to
three years is provided.
Mr. Daniel presented the creden-
tial, of his. colleague, Senator Martin,
for the eenatoria. term 'beginning on
the 4th of March, teoe, which were
read and placed on file.
Mr. Hopkins then addressed the
senate in support of the statehood
bill. Hs made an appeal for a rati-
fication of the action of the 'commit-
tee on territories in recommending
the construction pf the four territor
ies of New Mexico, Arizona, Okla-
homa and Indian territory, into two
states. Hie especially urged the wis-
dom of joining Arizona and New
VOL 22, NO. 259
WENT SOUTH
DETECTIVE T. J. MOORE LEFT
THIS MORNING AT 3:45
O'CLOCK
He Is Continuing His Work of
Searching for the Murderer of
William Augustus
This morning at 3:45 o'clock De-
tictivie T. J. Moore left for the
South on the Illistois Central, railroad
in working upon the Augustus tams
der case, but he refused to give out
where he was going because he did
not want to interfere with his work
by publicity.' It is believed his in-
tention is to change cars at Fulton
and bead for the southeastern portion
of Missouri from whence came the
young fellows suspected of fatally in-
jcring Augustus during the fight in
the Illinois Central yards here last
Saturday afternoon.
Constable J. J. Lane 'has returned
horn his trip down through Grave::
ccunty and reports that he failed to
run across the young man that he
saw get off the freight train at Boaz
station last Saturday evening several
hours after the assault had been tom
mitted upon Augustus.
Chief James Collins yesterday said
that they were confident the suspect
had gotten out of this section of the
courrr yas the officers working on
the case had thoroughly scoured ev-
ery point in West Kentucky and
their clue eat each point showed that
the party had slipped arid
sought other weakens.
In the House.
Washington, March t.--The muse
on meeting Tuesday ordered cancel-
led and debtroyed a resolution of in-
quiry purporting to have been intro-
duced by Mr. VanDuzer eNevada).
but which he repudiated. The reso-
lution called on the state department
for the report of Robert H. D.
Peirce regarding the condition of
consulates in the orient. Mr. Adams
,(Pennsylvahia) moved the action
and Mr. Williams (Mississippi) read
a letter from Mr. VanDuzer, stating
he had never' heard Of the resolution.
Gaines (Terinesseeleomplairred.
that the house had been trifled with
someone, and he thought an investi-
gation should be made. A roll call
was begun on the Dalzell Lake Eric
Ohio ehip canal hill, the measure
being passed 195 to Si.
FRIER DECLINES
TO TRY HARGISES
Beckham Having Difficulty Secur-
in Special Judge in Breathitt
County.
Frank-fort, Ky., March e—It is un-
derstood front Gov. Becilehasn's
friends that be is having difficulty in
securing epecial judges to try the
flargises at Jackson, and to try Curt
Jett for the Cockrill miirder at Cyn-
thiana, where the caw was venued
two years; ago.
Judge Frier was cormnotirealth's
attorney and prosecuted Jett-in his
first trial. dnd declines te preside over
the coming trial. It is understood
that Governor Beckham wants a
judge who is beyond the influence
the Ilargisee and who is beyond the
opposing influence ef the state press
and an absolutely, fair and impartial
judge, who is willing to try the case,
GREEK HELD IN PEONAGE
Evansville, Ind., March I.—Victor
Manoiopolou9, a Greek "shoe shiner,"
brought suit against James and Wm.
B. Otes, claiming they held him in
servitude against thi, will. The
Greek alleges his ignorance of the
country's law, prevented hint from
taking action sooner.
WORLD OF
COMMERCE
SEVERAL MERCHANTS NOW
CHANGING LOCA-
TIONS.
Work Has Started Upon the New
Hotel Being Erected at Benton—
Cereal Plant Building.
Me. Ell Guthrie, the dry goods and
notion man, has finished moving
from his old stand at ,315 Broadway
over to 322 Broadway that
was formerly occupied by the Eley
dry goods company. The latter
moved down to Mose Schavab"s old
place below Third on Broadway. C.
C. Lee, the wallpaper man of Third
and Kentucky avenn!, will now today
prepare to move. to the budding va-
cated by Guthrie, while Konetzka will
move 'his jewelry house therein also.
New Hotel at Benton.
Parties coming in ;rom Benton
yesterday morning stated the day be-
fore work was Matted irpoe. the new
concrete hotel beading that has been
under contemplation there for come
months, and operations upon which
were rusted off right away. now that
thc other hostelry, the Stilley !vette.
burned last week .and left the town
without hotel- accommodations. This
new hotel is the one at head of which,
is Hon. Mike Oliver, the prcerinene
attorney ot there and this city.
Fine Tr011ey Wire.
The trolley wire being put up by
the street railway or traction com-
patsy, is the finest ever seen in this
city, being twice as heavy and of a.
better quality than the trolley which
has been utilized overhead. heretofore
by the old company which controlled
the system. before selling ent to
Stone & Webster. General Manager
John Bleecker ,statee that they intend
to put up the best obtainable in every
department in making their vast Mt
provetnents this summer. At present.:
the men are putting the new tretleo
on Kentucky avenue from Eritirth to'
Third over the stretch of one btocle
in there.
° • Remodel Rose Home.
Mr. C. C. Rose, the local ire insur.
(Continued From Par Five.)
MRS. MANGRUM
May Have Been Murdered
In Cairo.
THEORY IS ADVANCED
BY A CITIZEN OF OHIO
Suggests She Might Have Been
Secluded There Until Time
of Murder.
GIVES REASONS
FOR HIS CONCLUSIONS.
A new theory in the Mangrum
murder case which has created so
much comment and attention, has
been advanced by a citizen of Pleas-
antville, 0., in which he suggests
that Cairo might have been the
scene of the Mangrum murder mys-
tery. His theory which was sent t
o
the Nashville American, is as fo
l-
lows:
"I have keen reading with muc
h
interest the Mlangrum case, and
felons the accounts from the first I
didn't believe the murder was com-
mitted in Nashville as it was next t
o
impossible for a crime of that kind
to be committed at or near the Term-
inal station with all the vigilance
around there, and not be found out.
Take all the circumstances and
weigh them carefully. First, she
disappeared from the station and
wasn't seen or heard of afterwards
,
telephoning some one to meet her,
and didn't' take the Chicago train.
Now, does any one believe she was
forcibly taken from the station?
Surely not. Can anyone reasonably
suppose that her body lay in the
river forty days? Surely no. Then
she must have gone to some down
the river town and was secluded' i
n
some placie• by the demon who de-
coyed her until the investigation be-
came hot, and the only way to cov
er
up his tracks was to get rid of he
r
and of course robbery and murder
was the end.
I have believed Cairo the most
probable place, and have never be-
lieved that the corpse had been on
the surface ten hours when discov-
ered. Now, why not investigate
Cairo?
The trunk theory will not do, for
warm as the weather was in ten
days confined in a trunk the body
would have begun to decompose.
L. BALLS.
BROTHE., OF
DEAD WOMAN.
Seeks Assistance of Chief McNutt t
o
Run Down Murderer.
Mayfield, Ky., March 1.—C. B.
Mason, of Jackson. Tenn., brother
of the late Mrs. J. 0. Mangrunt
,
who, on the night of Sundlay Decem-
ber la, 1905, disappeared from her
borne in Nashville, Tenn., with about
$3,000. in jewelry and cash upon
her person and whose lifeless body
was found January 25, in the Ohio
river near Cairo. has consuhed' Chief
C. Hi. McNutt, of the city, for his
aid in ferreting out the mystery.
WATCH HEAVENS
INTERESTING SPECTACLE TO
BE SEEN TONIGHT.
Planet Jupiter Will Make An Ir-
regular Triangle With Group
of Stars.
This evening an untisual occur-
rence will take place in the sky which
prove of extraordinary interest
to those who have opera glasses, al-
though it will be well worth watch-
ing with the naked eye. •
High up in the southwestern sky
will be observed an excVedingly bril-
liant star. This is the planet Jupiter,
the largest of the solar system. It
makes an iaregular triangle with two
Jitte groups of stars, the one to the
right of Jupiter being the' Pleiades,
-which is a hazy little patch often
called, the Seven Stars. To (the ieft
of Jopiter, but a little farther off.
will be •found the Hyades, Which 
is
a V shaped group with the brilliant
reddish first magnitude star, Alde-
baran, at the left hand of the V.
Now the celestial phenomenon is
connected with Aldebaran and fro
m
this description that beautiful star
can easily he located in the sky.
Aldebaran will be occulted by the
moon, that is, the moon will shut the
Star out from new. This will Occur
at 21)011t to:25, when the star will be
suddenly extinguished, as it were, and
at about 11:37 it will reappear with
equal suddenness oh the other side of
tlhe moon.
'A craze for snuffte ng has become
general in exclusive . ciety of Paris,
where , fashionable 'ta Ile resound
with the sneezes of thuc45 beau mond
e.
'As yet the younger g'en4ration 
is not
universally. infected.
MINUS ONE EYE
ALONZO CALDWELL, COL
OR-
ED, DISMISSED FROM HOS-
PITAL YESTERDAY.
Annie Dickinson, Negress, Will B
e
Ahle to Attend Police Court
Tomorrow.
Yesterday morning City Physicia
n
Bass dismissed Alonzo Caldwell, c
ol-
ored, from. the city hospital where
he has been for the past ten daYs,
being treated for his eye that had
to 'be taken out, al result of the
sight being destroyed and ball
mashed by a bottle Harrison Cham-
-kers, colored, struck the other with
during a general tight in the home cif
a negress in- the alley behind Gus
Tate's grocery on Fifth and Jefferson
streets, one week ago from last Sat-
urday evening. The sight and ball
were so badly injured that the doc-
tors had to take same out. Cald-
well has been unable to leave the in-
stitution on account of the operation,
therefore postponements were neces
-
sary in the police court of the charge
of Mayhem against Chambers,andthe
charges of fighting against Caldwell,
Allen Pepper and Walter Boyd.
These warrants will all come up to
-
day for trial, now that Caldwell
 is
able to be out.
There COTne9 up tomorrow in the
police court the case charging George
Dozier, colored, with attempting to
kill 'Annie Dickinson, negress, two
weeks ago ae Twelfth and Madison
streets. The matter had to be con-
tinued over from time of its occur-
rence, because the woman was 
too
badly injured to lease the city hospi-
tal where she has been ever since the
assault.
-Dr. Bass yesterday said she would
he able to attend, as be has fo
und
her condition so much improved that
she has been sitting up in a chair for
several days past. She was knocked
in the head with a brick, cub in the
back with the ax and otherwise in-
jured. She is the mother of the little
girl who a ,month since had Doz
ier
arrested eon charge of rape, but 
of
which accusation the man cleare
d
himself on trial in the police court.
YOUNG MAN DIED
MR. OTIS RICHEY PASSED
AWAY YESTERDAY OF
CONSUMPTION.
Funeral Services of Mr. Edward
Martin WiA Not Be Fixed Until
Arrival of His Son.
Yesterday afterno..n at 2:30 o'clock
there died, at 335 North Sixth street,
Mr. Otis Richey, a most popular and
pleasant natured young fellow who
has been ailing for five years past
with consumption. Several times he
had been near death's door, but his
vitality seemed of a strong and vig-
orous nature as he clung on until the
time mentioned yesterday.
Mr. Ric-hey was twenty-nine years
of age and born in Gokonda, Ill.,
but moved to this city twenty years
ago with his parents. He has ever
since made the place his home. He
was a young n.n who stood high and
well with everybody who found in
him one of a sunny and happy nature,
despite the fact he knew of his hope-
less condition. He will be missed by
many warm friends w'tho found in him
a most congenial companion. He af-
filiated with the Methodist church.
Besides his mother. Mrs. Sarah
A. Richey, he is survived by a half
brother, M. Wm. Richey and one
sister, Mrs Samuel P. Martin of
Des Moines, -Iowa, who is the wife of
the well known former Paducahan
that conducted Martin's ten cent
More a number of years ago where
Lendler and Lydon now do busines
s.
Mi. and Mire Martin have been here
the past month attending the bed-
side of Mr. Richey.
This afternoon at 2:30 &clock th
e
funeral services will be conducted at
the residence by Rev. T. J. Newell,
of the Broadway Methodist churc
h,
and Rev. Hill, who is helping with
the First Baptist church revivals.
Interment follows at Oak Grov
e
cemetery.
Funeral Not Set.
The funeral services for the late
Mr. Edward Mlartin will not be de-
finitely arranged until there arrives
the son of the dead man from Wit-
liarriburg, Pa., where the latter re-
sides. Mr. Martin is the marine -en-
gineer who died on South Thirteenth
street of spinal meningistis. It 
is'
thought the interment will occur
sometime tomorrow.
Pneumonia Caused Death.
• This morning there will be take
n
to Calvert City for burial the remain
s
of the late Mr. B. W. Curry, the re-
tired farmer who died of pneumonia
Wednesday night at his Tne On
Bridge street in Mlechanicturg.
The decreased was seventy-three
years of age and for a long while
lived in the Calvert City section of
116 S. 4th St.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. 'This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. R'OCKEF
ELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ON
E OF THE 2 PER CENT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT 
PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANI6 IN THE UNITED STATES. 
I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED I
N BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. REMEMB
ER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. ED
MUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY.. IS MAKI
NG A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN
 AMERICA, TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRI
NK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS RE
MARKS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIV
ES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. at, tgo6.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor,
Frankfort, Ky., says "That 93 per
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an.
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers. Only 5 per cent, of
straight whisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 per
cent, selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature 
of
their product."
ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY D
ISTILLER ANOTHER OR
-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAN
D CASES OF THE CEL
E-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOU
R MASH WHISKY, D
IS-
TILLED BY A CUMMINS, COON 
HOLLOW, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS 
CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
One Quart, $1.00, Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50,
1-2 Pint .25,
Drink .10,
With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
DON GILBERTO
dd
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id
id
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There Is Only One
Road to eight!
AND THAT IS RIGHT. TO DRIN
K THE CELEBRATED WI
L-
LOW SPRING WHISKY. THERE
 IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO
TRUTH—AND THAT IS TRUTH. 
WHEN YOU DRINK, DRINK
WILLOW SPRING BOTTLED IN
 BOND
THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD 
TO GOOD—THAT IS GOOD-
NESS OF DON GILBERTO TO SE
LL US PURE WILLOW SPRIN
G
WHISKY BOTTLED IN BOND 
AT THE DISTILLERY IN NEL
-
SON COUNTY, COON HOLLOW, 
KY, BY A. CUMMINS, THEIR
DISTILLER, AT PRICES TO SU
IT THE RICH AS WELL AS THE
POOR FOR PURITY.
Marshall county. Some months 
ago
he came to this city to live, and is
survived by a family of five children.
Died of Consumption.
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
Mrs. Ella Hale, of 1505 South Four
th
street, passed away after a lingeri
ng
illness with consumption.
The deceased was thirty-three
years of age and a noble Christ
ian
lady esteemed highly by everybody.
The remains will be buried today
at Oak Grove cemetery.
Died In Germany.
Mt Samuel I. Levy yesterday
morning received by mail the sad
 in-
formation that February 13th 
there
died at Hechingen,, Hohenzol
lern,
his uncle, Mr. M. Joseph 0. Levi, 
one
of the best known men of those 
sec-
tions. 'He was eighty-three years
 of
age and passed away of old age 
:Ind
general debility.
Mir. Levi was the founier of 
the
big firm Gebrixler Levi, which 
main-
tained Martioth es blishments 
at
Herhingen and Stuttgart, dealing
 in
imported furs, etc. He is sur
vived
by a family of several ch
ildren.
Quite a number of Pad-ucah people
formerly resided in that portion 
of
Germany and, well remember 
Mr.
Levi as a most influential merch
ant.
Lincoln's Mother's Grave.
Evansville, Ind, march 1—Th
e
county conerrkissioners of S
pencer
county today decided to sue 
the
Nancy Hanks Memorial ass
ociation
for the possession of the old L
in-
coln farm at Lincoln City, Ind. 
on
whick the grave of Lincoln's ir.t
her
is locat.d.
WHIPPING POST.
MR Was Introduced in the 
K
tucky Legislature.
Frankfort Ky., March, t.
—R.pre
sentative Wilson introduced i
n the
house a bill providing for w
hiaping
posts for wife beaters and 
fuller
offencDers.
Low Rates to Calitornia and 
to
Northwest.
Tickets will he on sale da
ly until
Mouth 7th, one-way 
sec;:ndelass
limited from Paducah to Sa
n Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and othe
r points
in California for $33.00, to Portl
and,
Oregon, Tacoma and Seattle,
 Wash.,
$35.3o, Spokane, $32.80; Helen
a,
Butte, Missoula, Mont.. Odg
err and
Salt Lake city $31-30; Billings, Mon
t.
$wia.30, and other points in propo
r
For further particulars appl
y to J.
T. Donovan, agent, or G.
 C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, 
Paducah,
Ky.
Attorney Olaf I. Rove of 
Mil-
waukee -has received the a
ppointment
of vice consul of the new kin
gdom of
Norway for the state of 
Wisconsin,
thus changing the headq
uarters of
the vice consulate from 
Madison to
Mi twaukee. Aida
SHEET MUSIC
AT UNUSUAL PRICES.
Soo Good Songs and Instrumen
tal pieces 3 r-3c each.
600 Songs and Instrumental pi
eces, at 8 1-3c each.
700 Pieces of the Latest and Bes
t Music at i21/2c each
Sr .00 Folios of Music, con
taining fine arrangements of 
Classical
favorites at as each.
soc Folios of Popular Music a
t I5C each.
Don't delay your purchases b
ut conie early to
offerings. Our sale continues 
all next week.
secure our best
st'
Harbour's Book Department.
PlexttoWashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of hous
ekeeping is the cart of th
e
several fires and the sweeping up of 
the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
 , .1;1
Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no d
ust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates het .
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. t3a South F oust
h St.. 3a5 Kentucky Avenue
,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office: 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Re
sidence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, •
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
IADUCAH R.SAA.EsTeerxt. VESTEPEN
 KENTUCKY rARItio awn
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS 
FOR INVESTMENT. IFEINIMN
RENTUCICY REAL ESTATE JOUR
NAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND F
OR iT.
Woo sv. warTTErdows.. plukkoot. lbw
ist Che Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINK OLD WIN= AND WHISKIII
.
Everything seasottebk in the eatable line m
ew* se ardor. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 mita..
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Bode--
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence
 Phone 726
4R++4,44,4444'.**+4"1,444,44,44.44
.41 4•4.4,4•4•444.1.
64
E COULSON,
...PLUMBING
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 54.; Broadwry.
04400-seaas46..64.+4.4.4.4.44..4.4-4-4-4.444-
4-44.4.4.4.44-41-44-4.64-64.444.64.
44
miThe Largest Fortimeml
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1.. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
It-
II •
V'
OI,. I
6
EXEMPTION
MEASURE
WILL BE BROUGHT TN NEXT
WEEK FOR ADOPTION BY
BOARDS.
Balance of Aldermen Want More
Conservative Bill Than That
Offered by Member Palmer.
City Solicitor 'Panics Campbell, Jr.,
atated yesterday that he was now re-
vising the ordinance which will be
handed in nesxt Monday night at she
and which provides or ex-
emption for five years of all new
-manufacturing conoenti locating here
for business. The measure was re-
ferred to the solicitor to be gone
over and brought back in better and
more consereative form.
The bill was drawn by Alderman
Earl Palmer and brought in at the
last gathering of that board, but the
balance of the members qukkly, re-
ferred it to the city solicitor for re-
vision, as it was drawn in such a
manner, explained the solicitor, that
any outsider could come here, buy
up fifty acres of ground in town,
and then put any kind of a lietle 2x4
factory on it, and have the entire
property exempted, even if costly
buildings were erected on the plot.
The solicitor will not include in the
bill provisions that at least twenty-
five people will have to be employed
at the new factory before exemption
is procured. The original draft of Mr.
Palmer made no provision whatever
as to the number of people to be
woraied, and this will be
left out. The new compilation
of the solicitors, further provides
that every piece of ground exempted
all be used by the owner for factory
purposes. This will shut out the
possibility of someone buying of vast
tracts of, land, potting a small minor
factory on it, and then big structures
on the balance, and get exemption
for all, like would have existed if
Mr. Palmer's bill had not been re-
ferred back for revision, upon close
scrutinization developing these facts.
Several of the aldermen state they
do not care to give away the town
simply for sake of locating here
plants not justifying the sacrifices
made by the municipality.
" CONCRETE WALKS
STAKES HAVE BEEN PLACED
ON JEFFERSON AND THE
AVENUE
Sept. Tyner Says They Expect to Go
to Work Within the Next Few
Weeks.
In preparing for resumption of the
summer's public street work, the
corps of assistants in the city ;engin-
eer', office have staked off the grade
and ground for the concrete side-
walks that are to be laid on both
sides of Jefferson from Fourteenth
to Eighteenth streets by Contractor
Thomas Bridges & Son. These
men got the contract last fall but
too late to do the work, as concrete
cannot be laid during the cold win-
ter months, therefore the improve-
ment was beidup until this spring.
The stakes have been laid out and
everything gotten ready for imme-
diate work, just Whenever good
weather comes.
Before laying the West Jefferson
walks Mr. Bridges will put. down
those on Kentucky avenue from Fir.,t
•rto Fourth, and Jefferson street from
First to Fifth, alongside the brick
streets he laid on those thorough-
fares last summer. The sidewalks
have bee-n dug up for these concrete
pavements on the avenue and Jeffer-
son, therefore it ie necessary- to get
the pavements down as quickly as
possible because the public has had
to walk either in the streets or on
torn-up sidewalks since last fall, and
this is not very pleasant. The en-
gineering corps yesterday commenc-
ed putting out their stakes stimwing
the grade for these pavements down
in the city. Supt. Tyner, of the
Bridges firm says he will have his
.crew anti outfit here just as soon as
the weather opens so operations coo
be immediately, started and rutibed
to completion. Mr. Tyner has been
here all winter.
Oty Engineer L. A. Washington
is expee'ted back tomorrow from Vir-
ginia, where he has been for a two
week? visit to tlia father. On his
return be will confer with the board
of public work, and see what all
think will be the best time to resume
the pebiic improvements for the sum
. *et.
• Notice Beavers.
All members of Paducah Dam No.
34,1Tlent be present tonight. Busi-
tteas of importance.
00°''' C. E. WHITESIDE1S, Pres.
• J. H. TRENT, Secy. ,
A TOTAL LOSS
FRANK WAGNER
LOSES CHARLESTON.
~MO.,
She Went Aground in the Mississippi
River and a Suit Will Follow.
Captain Frank Wagnior yester4:4
at noon returned kern Rickman, Ky.
where he had been since last Sunday
looking over his boat, the Charles-
ton, which was stranded there sev
eral weeks ago on a sandbar whiie
tsking a cargo of corn from Wolf's
iviland to Hickman, for the purpose
of reshipping same by rail to Nash-
ville, Term. On getting back Ycstor
si.at
he considered else boat a total loss,
except the machinery, which will be
taken off when the water goes down.
He notified Hummel Brothers, yester
day to take charge of the boat, as
they represent the Provident-Wash-
ington Insurance company that ha'.
$.4,800 worth of indemnifying poli-
cies on her. The Hummels told bin
they had nothing whatever to do
with the coat, so Captain Wagner is
now haying his lawyer bring suit
against the company to enforce col-
lection of the money throug,h the
courts.
After the boat went aground on
the bar the river commenced falling
to the extent that the stranded craft
was left 'high and dry on the bar, be-
ing some hundred feet from the edge
of the water. In settling, the boat
broke the hog chains and then crack-
sr, across She center of the 'hull. Mr.
Wagner week -before last. sent men
down to repair the chains and put
the boat in shape so s-he could be
orought io.ie whrn the river rose
sufficiently to float her off. Now
the stream 'has come up and if she
Miss Leslie Leigh and Mr. Chas Purse' singing "Oh,April Eyes," in t
he Isle of Spice Matinee and Night Saturday March 3.
"ISLE OF SPICE."
At the Kentucky Saturday, Matinee
end Night.
"Criticism" from the Evening
News of Philadelphia:
'The 'Isle of Spice," which the pro•
gramme modestly calls a 'Musical
Mixture," and wthioh has been here
before, canoe to the Park Theatre
last night, and with its catchy music
and generallly pleasant ways renewed
ld successes. The lyrics of the play
:Ire of the kind that set one whist-
ling or humming theni. and 'Pegggy
Brady" has made a big ihit with peo-
ple. The chants with the show is
especially good anst shows by its
smoothness and adaptability the ef-
fects of long and careful training
Miss Leslie Leigh, who made such a
favorable impression last season, is
till the prima donna, and last eve
fling confrmect old friendships. The
comedy roles are in the -hands of
Sam Hylie, Herbert Cawehorne, Dar
Ty Watson, Harry Griffith and Rob-
ert Kane.'
"THE PLAYER MAID."
A notable theatrical event, will oc-
cur at the Kentucky on next Wed-
nesday matinee and night, when
Florence Davis will appear in her
exceedingly funny comedy, "The
Player Maid." Miss Davis is on a
tour of the South to last until the
spring when *he returns to the Hud-
son Theatre, New York, for an in-
definite run. Aside from :the theatri-
cal ,nature much interest has been
aroused in this engagement, owing
to the fact that Miss Davis is a
daughter of the South, in fact she is
a grand 'niece of Jlefferson Davis.
The supporting company is excep-
tionallly strong and includes' Eliott
Defter, a young actor whose success
has been great enough to cause the
errvy of every beading man in the
tincatiical profession.
The Norfolk Landmark of October
18th has the following to say:
"Florence Davis made bet fist ap-
pearance in this city at the Academy
of Music last night as Eleanor Hal-
lam in `.'The Player Maid" before
an audience that thoroughly appre
dated both play and company, for
both were capital. Miss Davis'
portrayal was perfect and her sup-
port was all that could be desired.
No better play or better actors have
been at the Academy for years."
was '411 right she could be floated,.
but this is impossible as she has
filkd with water.
Believing she is a total loss Capt.
Wagner left two of his men three to
watch her, and returned yesterday.
Arriving hi-re he notified the Hum
niel Brothers, who represent the corn
pony carrying the policy, but they
refused to ilsave anything to do with
the boat. Mr. Wagner will let her
remain stranded and go to pieces,
as he is done with the craft.
His policy states that the Charles-
I ton is insured while navigating the
!Ohio river and -tributaries, which
meant a permit would; have to be
gotten from 'tire company for the
steamer to go on the Mississippi
river. The captain applied to th:
' Iluittnels for this permit, and they
told him to go on down into the Mis
I,sissippi, as they would write for the
i
permit which would come, from the
company's home office. The boat
went on down, ran aground in the
next few days, and then a few days
latter acident Hummel wired Cap-tain Wagner the policy was cancelledHe says he will fight them to thehighest courts in the land.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
tPercy D. Houghton of Boston won
the American amateur racquet cham-
pionship by defeating Payne Whitney
of New York three games to two at
the Loston Athletic association yes-
terday. The score was 12, 15, 9,. 15,
15, 12, 9, 15, 13 in. ,Haughton"s favor.
Princess Yolande of Italy, although
only 4 years old, already enters into
the pleasures of her father and moth-
er. The queen has a passion, for fish-
ing, which her - little girl shares, so
that morning after morning this little
group of two is to be seen in the
park at Racconigi side by side, line
in hand, in profund silence.
The bishop of London, generally
regarded as one of the wisest prelates
of the church. of England, has pro-
claimed ;himself an ardent friend and
patron of the drama. The bishop
holds that one of the chief difficulties
facing the social reformer is to keep
poor people out of misehief and he
declares that he has seen thousands
"dragged from the public house" by
the simpler forms. of the play.
The law firm of Putnam & Putnam
in Weetfiekt, Misses., consists of ht-
band and. wife. Mrs. Putman', the
junior in:niftier, having been admitted
to the bar last week, "She is 25 years
old and was married five years ago.
'She began the study of law three
years ago out of interest in her 'hus-
band's profession and soon decided to
try for the band's profession and soon
decided to try for the bar. Her pro-
gress was unusually rapid and she
passed a rigid test.
;Senator Winthrop Mlurray Crane of
Nriassactusetts has achieved no
special degree celelsrity in his capac-
ity as a new member of the distin-
guished body to which he belongs.
Nevertheless he enjoys marked prom-
inence because of the fact that he has
come to be known as the intermed-
iary between President Roosevelt and
the senate in the matter of railroad
fIthe president and he
are friends of long standing.
'Miss May Carrington of Spring-
field, Mkass., bas broken all records
for blindfold typewriting from dicta-
tion, writing 2,690 words the first
half hour and 2,531 the second,. a
total of s,zat words in one hour ex,
elusive of errors, for each of which
five words were dedlucted. This gave
an /average of a little more than
eighty-seven words a minute. The
best previous official record was 3.830
words in an hour, a trifle over six
ty-three words a minute.
Subscribe for the Daily Register
Delivered to your home for zo cent.;
a week.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kl•
MAITIL EfIN6ER & CO. 
.BALDWIN PIANO 
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
•
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery 
Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET 
for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE U
PON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITEN
ESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
S. P. POOL. , L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. no PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, NI achinery
And Household Goods.
Office
2nd and Monroe
Botn 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE 
116 FraternityIBuilding
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
Fir st:-Clasis
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J J. Wick
224 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
Ø\/ED, 0:Alic H, ELECTRICAL    AND DEPARTMENT• 
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 incorperatod,
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-sth, Kentuckor.
Capital arid Surplus $1/55,ocko,i
ED P NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in ire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You carry your 01P111
key and no one but yourself has access.
-
 •
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT RAE
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC, YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
AtAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi.";.1
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zi/ic PER SINGLE Roi.r.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND B
EAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT se, toe,
 isc, 2oc
AN9 UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, 
INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CON
SIEVKABLIC
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS ro M
ATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOO
D EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY
 LATEST DE-
1 SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY 
A FULL LINE
1 OF BEADINGS, ,ROOM MOULDING, PICTUR
E FRAMES, WIN.
• DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDI
NG AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF
 SAMPLES AND
I
DE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU
 RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOP THE MONEY.
Steve Thompson will open new 'ho-
tel in Lebanon.,
SOLE AGENT, 1600 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, 
KY. Corner 3rd Kentucky Awl
Sie Months 
Three Months
One Week  
THE
REGIsTER.elfisrepdu.table sjo.urnalisfmyas thdat man-
icse
 
BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(incorporated)
lAt negister Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHkLM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
-
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.,
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as seoond-class mail matter.
One Year 15.00
2.501
1.25
.mo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, March 2, 1906.
Disputable Journalism. so
"Some of our excellent citizens
refer to the 'yg•ice of the gas
company' under which the City
is stminting. The older citizens
doubtless remember when the
gas yoke was of the city's own
construction, as- the city owned
tlage-Saar,PIAgt:
'In. those days, gas sold here
for $3 and $.4, it is understood,
and still the city of Paducah
medic the plant a rank failure,
•aixl had to sell it. Gas now
sells at $1 in Paducah, and yet
the city at a time when electri-
city was almost unknown here
when gas was much used, and
soh? for $3 and $a where it is
now selling at $t, could not
make a sucess of the plant and
had to SITI it."—Pachicarh Sun.
The above clipped from the edi-
torial columns of the Paducah Sun
of Mardi 1, should utterly destroy
any confidence the public may still
have in the truth or veracity and
honesty of that paper in its bitter
opposition to the idea of municipal
ownership. When a newspaper
cannot speak the truth in argting its
side of a question, but is forced to
use deliberate misrepresentation, it is I
indeed enworthy of the respect of
the public. Such, is disreputable
journalism.
The Sun says that "the city owned
the gas plant," and that "the city of
Paducah made the plant a rank fail-
ure " .Those statements are false
and the records will not show that
•
Paducah ever owned or operated a
gas plant.
In 1865, over forty years ago, a
gas company was established in Pa-
ducah by T. J. Flournoy. It was
capitalized at $8o,000; the city of Pa-
ducah took a few thousand dollars
stock in it to help it along, and had
nothing whatever to do with the
management and operation of it. It
was controlled and operated by Mr.
Flournoy. At one time the city re-
fused to renew the contract with the
company for lighting the streets, and
the city was in darkness for sort-
tine. The city never received a div-
idend and was in no wise responsible
for the failure of the plant. It
merely had a little stock in the con-
cern just .like t had stock in nearly
every gravel road and railroad tha'
went out of Paducah, and its sub-
scription, was bat to aid the enter-
prises, r.r.d never in its history d.d
it own, control or operate any pf
those enterprises. In 1886 Mr. Flour-
noy *old the gas plant to some Ev•
ansville parties, end they in turn
sold it to Mr. Coffey and he sold it
to local parties and they, a few
months later to Stone & Webster,
the present owners.
In 1865 electricity for lighting
purposes ras not pnly unknown in
Paducah, but in Atrierica. And if
gas was selling at $3 and $4 just after
the war, it - was in a city of about
5.000 iryhabitants, and up to ten years
ago gas sold at $2, and today it *sells
for $1.50 in Paducah for illuminating
purposes, and not $r as stated by the
Sun. In Chicago gas is aellinis at 85
cents, and experts say it is profit-
able at 6o cents. The reason that
gas has gone down in price, is be-
cause it has competition, and when
electric lighting and power compan-
ies have competition the public will
see the price of eledtric lights go
down. In Louisville last month the
lighting company offered to reduce
the price of commercial lights forty
per ceni, if. the city ajceuld refuse a
franchise, to a company that desires
to enter that field. '
The egzpotation organ i• in des-
perate straits when it resorts to sir,'
,'he Age of Graft.
Tilt Mattoon Star refers to
the age of graft in this manner:
One cannot glance at a daily pa-
per without seeing an account of
some investigation of graft. It may
be only a minor official and it may
be the head of sonic great corpora-
tion whose name h-as been synony-
mous with all that was honest and
true. The matter has grown so
strong that laws calculated to check
the growth have been adopted by
various bodies from the local coun-
cils to the national congress. Wealth
has grown and a desire for wealth
'has grown with it and with this de-
sire grafting has become more corn-
moil-. "i'irere are men now , whose
wealth counts by hundreds of mil-
lions but this seems only to incite
them to greater exploits. One can
count at random heads of great
banks, of great railroads, great in-
surance corilipanies, responsible offic-
ials under the government and it
even invades the cabinets and the
halls of congress.
'What shall be the end of the graft
'mg spirit that has come over the
American people? Ordinary purist -
ment is without effect. Men can be
sent to prison disgraced arid de-
graded but seemingly this has little
effect on others. Some new method
of punishment will have to be in-
vented adapted to the one crime of
graft.
A New Officer.
There is sonic talk of having the
general council _to create another
office, that of "Brain Tester," or
"Inspector," whose duty it shall be
to ascertain whether or not the cit-
izens of Paducah are "intelligent
'and thinking people, and people who
know what they want." If a man
can ehow a "corporation streak" 'he
will be classed a No. 1; if he has a
well developed "monopoly streak"
he will be rated gilt edged, and en-
titled to a "rake-off" on all "good
things." People who favor munici-
pal ownership or anything like a
square deal for the public will be
classed as bad oitizens, obstacles in
the way of progress and treated as
imbeciles. Tthe first two classes will
be given certificate, to live on the
fat of the land and the latter class
merely permitted to exist so as to
pay tribute to the aforesaid "Lords
of creation." In this age of trusts
and corporate greed it is regarded
by the select few as a crime for a
man to think, unless he thinks as
they do.
The Truth Out at Last
(Philadelphia Press.)
"General," said the shade of Emer-
son, "I should like to know the true
story of the cherry tree episode."
"Well, it was this way," replied the
shade of General- Washington. "Papa
said to me: 'George, did you cut
down that prunus seratina?' 'No,
papa,' said I, 'I can not tell a lie. I
did not.' And there the incident
closed. You see, the tree was not
a prunua ser.atina at all, butt a prunus
cerasus."
VISITING MOTHER
HON. JAKE CORBETT CAME
IN YESTERDAY FROM
BALLARD
States That Reports Are Erroneous
Wherein They State He Is a
Congressional Aspirant.
A QUESTION FOR THE
SUN TO ANSWER.
To The Register.
Will the "Evening Sun" inform us when the City of Paducah
owned a gaslight plant?
This is a part of the history of the city which my studious in-
vestigations of its public records have failed to disclose.
It is shown there where the city rejected the proffered contract
of the Gas Company for street lighting, beCause of the price, and
.went ,t), darkness.
SWange conduct if owni#g the plant. In other words, a corpora-
tion artiich couldn't do business with itself. Such an unnatural and
inconsistent condition is of a parity with the action of sensible,
patriotic men lending official assistance to a grasping monopoly in its
effort to force a complete lighting and power trust upon the citizens.
It is true, as the Sun claims, that the price of gas in the dim past
was extortionate to consununers, in fact, too many prohibitory—Our
stones were nearly all lighted with kerosene lamps—Why? A mo-
nopety of the gas supply. • But when incandescent electric lighting
came, as aocompetitor . • late in 19o5), up went the quality of the
output an
-down e price to Si.5o per thousand There is
no competati rcia; lighting, and give the boys an
snterinir tot` that eet lighting and you will soon see prices
go up and qua ty go Own. Why not?
Mr. 
,_„PV'Znef. sari "this, like conditions produce like results." He
states a face • Very truly,
EXPERIENCE.
EVENING DINING
Hon. Jake Corbett, of Ballard
county, arrived in the city yesterday
to visit isie mother, Mrs. Rebecca
Corbett, of North Sixth street. 'He
goes back home today.
Mr. Corbett us the member from
West Kentucky of the national dem
ocratic committee for the United
States and is regarded 'Ss one ,9f .the
e air horses of democracy for this end
of the commonwealth. He has been
prominently mentioned for some
years past in connection with the
congressional races from the First
district, and when asked yesterday
if he ever intended asquiescing in the
demands of his maltitude of friends
and stand for that position, he said
that he would riot as 'he Could not
afford to sacrifioe !his mammoth le-
gal practice for a term in the national
house of representatives, although
he appreciated the honors his friends
wanted to heap upon liiim. It may
be that sometime 'he will feel that he
frir in a position to make the race as
his 'Constituents have wanted him to
do tor a number of years past.
Mr. Corbett has been serving his
cotpnty as county attorney and shade
a record equalled by no predeceisor,
isa evidenced by his aisle career. He
iiia brother of Hon. Hal Corbett,
atto one of the brainest , and most
b lliant legal lights of tale state.
IIEI'SS KATHLEEN WHITE-
FIELD ENTERTAINED FOR
BRIDAL PAIR.
STELLAPULLED
ENTERED A WHITE HONE ON
SOUTH SIXTH' NEAR
TENNESSEE.
Basket Picnic Party Be (Nein by J
Evworth League This Evetiltig—
D. A. R. Meets Today.
1M i ss Kathleen Whitefield of Sev-
enth and Kentucky avenue enter-
tained with a delightful dining last
evening, complimentary to Mr, Wil-
liam D. Sanders and bride, 'who are
here on their wedding trip from
Columbus, Miss., where they were
married. The table decorations were
green and yellow, and very pretty,
While the luncheon was a sumptuous
spread of many - courses. Covers
were laid for twelve.
•
— —
Matinee Musical members.
This morning the active members
of the Matinee Musicale club will
meet with Mrs. H. S. Wells at her
home in the •Empire flats on Broad-
way new Seventh street.
Magnolia Circle Entertains.
This evening Magnolia Grove will
entertain as the Woodmen of the
World hall over Walker's drug store
at Fifth and Broadway.
Invitations Recalled.
Owing to Illness Mrs. William
Hughes of West Jefferson street. bas
recalled invitations to the card party
she intended giving this afternoon,
complimentary to Mrs. William
Sanders of Columbus, Miss., an Mrs.
J. Moss Terry of Louisville.
Basbet
A "Basket Picnic Party" will be
given this evening at the Broadway
Methodist chinch by the social de-
partment of the senior Epworth
league of that congregation. Each
young lady will bring dinner for two,
and it will be served al fresco No
admission will be charged and all the
young people of the congregation are
invited to attend.
Revolutionary Daughters.
This afternoon the Daughters of
the Americain Revolution will meet
with Mts. Bettie Soule pf North
Fifth street. Quotations frrm James
Mladison will be given at opening by
the papers will be preseitted from
"Penn and the Quakers" and "La-
fayette and His Family."
BLACK HUGGER FINED Slow
St. Louis Negro G:ersn Maximum.
Penalty for Assaulting Girls.
St. Louis, Mo., March i.—Joseph
Wilder„ a negro, was convicted in
the p..iice court today of having
seized and hugged two. white girls
on the street and was fined $1,000,
the maximum penalty. He was un-
able .to pay and was locked up.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Accounts to be put in Presentable
Shape for Allowance.
This afternoon the finance com-
inittre of the city boards will meet
at the office of City Auditor Alexan-
der Kirkland for the purpose of
chocking over and getting into pre-
sentable shape the bills and accounts
held against the city and which will
be allowed at the Monday night
meeting of the council and Thursday
night's gathering of the aldermen
next week. This being the last of
the month thousancho of dollars are
to be paid out.
Season's Schedule,
Chief Harry Lloyd, of the local
baseball club yesterday said that the
sclieddle for this year's sewson had
Inlet yet been decided upon, but that
probabilities were the season Would.
open May 3rd-. Last year it started
two days after that. date. The offi,
cers of the league will shortly me t
and select their committee which is
to frame up the schedule and make
a report to this effect, suggesting
the 'dates for the different cities.
Ot
A. Donovan Charged With Get-
ting Groceries; from Grocer
by False Pretenses.
Stella Morgan, colored, was arrest-
ed last night by Officers Senser and
Dugan on 'the ctharge of disorderly
conduct. It is not known whether
she is crazy or full of "dope." She
lives out in the Tenth and Husbands
street neighborhood, but Isst even-
ing entered the -home of white people
out on South Sixth near Tennessee
street and became disorderly. The
officers cannot tell whether she is
mentally unbalanced or just till o:
coke.
Murphy Operated Some
Several nights ago a man named
Murphy stopped with Mrs. M. A.
Byrd, the boarding 'house beeper of
Kentucky avenue near the city hall.
He left unieicpectedly, at the setae
time there disappearing a $3o watch
and $5 in money belonging to Mrs.
Byrd. The next night some one
stole a suit of fine clothes from the
room of T. J. Love, at the Gallagher
boarding house on Second and Clark
streets. The thief left his old rags
in place of the new strit stolen. Now
Mrs. Byrd identifies the clothin left
by the thie fat the Galtagher place
ss the ones worn by the man Mur-
phy, who it thereby seems ws. op-
erating considerably at the boarding
Ihouses.
C. will enlarge the south yards out
'beyond the dispatcher's office near
the Union depot, and also the shop
yards down close to Broadway. 
Obtaining Groceries.
J. A. Donovan, white, was arrest-
ed on the North Side yesterday by
Officers Hill and Ferguson on a war-
rant charging him with obtaining
groceries under false pretense. from
Grocer Carl Tucker, of 1113 South
Third street. Tricker dairies. that
Donovan came to his place ard said
he worked for the cooperage com-
pany in Mechanicsburg and would
pay for the groceries at the t,d of
the week. 'Relying on his staSe-
ments Tucker sold Donovan the
goods, so he claims, and then found
cut afterwards that the man was not
'employed at the cooperage concern.
Tucker then got a warrant out for
Donovan.
Accused of Being Drunk.
Henry Gordon. colored, was arrest
ad yestee sy by Officers John: on and
Hossiae on the charge of being
drunk.
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Horse thieves in Fleming county.
Burglars touring Caldwell courity. 
Work of remodeling Bowling •••
Green poetoffice begun.
Dark tobacco growers of Warren
county have formed en association.
Marion county man posesses
powder gourd over 125 year* old.
Gradyvillc wants an industry of
some sort that can utilize hickory
poles.
Talk of
Mill dam
ir. 1817.
J. D. Underwood, prominent Chris
tian county 'farmer, fell dead of 'heart
trouble.
Judge T. P. Cook, of Murray,
opened Christian county court with
prayer.
New bridge over Tennessee river
at Brandon's Mill, Calloway county,
and farmers delighted.
They're going to ut a gong on
the fire engine at Princeton to warn
pea* to get out of the way.
"Uncle Jack" Powell, aged eighty-
one, and extensively known, dead at
his home near Claxton. Dropsy.
Sister Mary Antoinette, of Leban-
on, commissioned a notary public for
four years and has taken oath of of-
fice.
Flemingeburg will vote on the gees
ton of isseipg $5.0cro worth of bonds
for erectiorf of new oity ball and an
engine house.
Mrs. Win Pollard, near Pninceton,
is the mother of triplets, two boys
and a girl. Two years ago Mrs.
Pollard gave birth to twine.
Two hundred citizens of Princeton
and Caldwell county met and organ-
ized a good roads association. Will
meet again March 5 and go to work.
.Owin'gsvihle business men voili test
the constitutionalipy of the license
recently imposed try the city to make
up for the loss sustained by knocking
out the saloon revenue.
Coutohotne at Harrodsburg con-
demned, and a new one is ordered.
With the razing of the old building
one of Kentucky's old landmarks.,
where many famous trials took place,
will pass away.
Caldwell county man got mad and
wanted tp "lick" his neighbor for
complineitstuar this wife for 'her dog
collar. ittil'elit home to learn that
"dog collars" are up-to-date pieces
of feminine jewelry. He's "next"
now.
Two little boys of Carlisle found
a tin can containing caps for dyna-
mite cartridge". There are two lit-
tle boys in Carlisle with no right
hand., and they will 'have scars on
their faces until they die. One held
the can vehik the other opened it
with a boulder.
Walter Holland, charged with kill-
ing H. G. Keys, prominent tobacco
den% - f Murray, one year ego, will
b;v 
-.en second trial. At the time
e killing Howard was sheriff of
COnway ,county, and claims Keys
was advancing on him with a knife.
He was convicted and given five
years on first trial.
CAR OVERe-
TUR.NED
SWITCH ENGINE DERAILED A
CAR LOADED WITH
POTATOES
New Wrecker Will Be Installed at
•
Princeton to Answer Nash-
ville District Calls
Yesterday shortly after noon a
freight car being pushed by the Illis
nois Central switch engine jumped
the track at Second and Clark streets
and turned over. The car was load-
ed with potatoes and the engine had
jest gotten tit off th etreatle at that
intersection when the car overturned
and was badl yspliniered. It was
loaded with potatoes and took sev-
eral hours to be righted on the rails
again. It was then taken to 'the
shops for repairs.
Growing Freight Business.
On account of the growing freight
business demanding more rooms) to
!store the cars on the side tracks, it
is probable that this summer the I.
=modeling old Martha
in Fleming county, built
$13,000 PAID
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
PAID OVER JUDGMENTS.
Judge Wells Continues Over Until
Today Case Chartng Lassiter
With Detaining Women
Back of every PolicY of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
:•":"
ea++++++++1-Heas-set•++
IL:Thompson
Tailor
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FULL LINE OF SPRING
Yesterday the Ilhinciis Central rail-
road paid over to Lawyers Taylor &
Lucas $13,000 for the L. E. Steven-
son estato and Annie Nichols, who
got judgments for damages against
the road. Mrs. Stevenson was killed
at Dawson over three years ago
-.elan the picnic party was caught on
the I. C. trestle, While Miss Nich-
ols had her foot cut off. Judgment
for $25,000 was gotten for the death
of Mrs. Stevenson, but :his was set
aside and $to,000 then gotten. For
the loss of her foot Miiis Nichols
got $3,000 and these combined sums
were paid yesterday and there at last
gotten out of court these king-drawn
out litigations.
Detention Charge.
-terday at Murray Judge Wells
called the case charging Pink Las-
sitar, the photographer, with at-
tempting to assault Miss Ethel Ed-
monds, teacher of the public sethoola
there. On account of the partiee not
being ready for trial the judo con-
tinued the matter over until today.
•
6000S ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
Engineer Arrested.
Engineer' Joe St. John, of the
river craft, ,has been charged with
violating the marine laws by pilot-
ing the steamer Jesse B." He is not
a licensed pilot and the charge of
river violation sva4 lodged against
him. He gave bond for his appear-
ance before the next term of federal
ceurt.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR Pr-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KYNDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway..
PHONE 772-.;
mow.. ••••••••it
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
'Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate's
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
438 Broadway.
PRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
tnelltUntelttataMtatunnuassumuutt
IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDIn any particular with the classof Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. Newtype faces and machinery in thehands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to producethe desired effect. Proof of all
work submitted for your ap-proved. 
• • • •
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. -Phone I058R
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Paducah, 
decided in
The Grandest Opportunity osaulrefaocftoFryur,naitid willecloseout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered! ittriesegtoL!t COing toSil.e". soirastisonacebo. The grsaeleatoefstanoimpomrtens;ystocevkeroof fFfeuzicitr.raeduictI, house.
 keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked plain figures. Come early and avoid
shi Ternis of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANYTWO STORES-114-116 and, 207-213 SOU:1111 
rush. Terms
ROAD FUND
SPECIAL LEVY
INJUNCTION SUIT COMES UP
AT BEN TOINI, NEXT
WEEK.
The Decision of the Court Affects
Every Male Resident of Age in
That County.
Judge Reed yetterday announced
that sometime Dr.At week lase would
take up at Benton the injunction suit
of J. C. Garner against Dave Reeve;
former sheriff, attempting to restrain'
the latter from selling Garner's prop-
erty to make the $t special road tax
assessed against each male inhabi
tant by the Marshall county fiscel
court. The judge heard the motion
for a temporary restraining order
several months ago, in this city, and
granted the temporary injunction un-
til the next term of Benton court
which convenes the coming Monday.
when the application for a permanent
order comes up.
The firmal court of Marshall county
in prpviding .money to be used in
inaintaining the public roads in the
rural districts, stipulated that every
man of age stall pay $t each year to
this road fun4. The citizens of that
county claim the law stipulates that
aesessinent against property shall be
made for the roads and oilier county
public expenditures, and dist die fis-
cal court has no right to amass in-
dividuals. Basing their feglit on this,
the residents combined and decided
that Garner should refuse to pay the
$t, which would of legal necessity
compel the sheriff to levy upon some
of his property and eell same in or-
der to make this money. Garner
did refuse and Mr. Reeves, the then
theriff, levied on his property. Gar-
ner then got out a temporary injunc-
tion to prevent the sale.
In deciding the matter the judge
will have to look into the merits of
the litigation arui
fiscal court has the
this special levy.
see whether the
uthority to make
If not the judge
will grant Garner a permanent injunc
tion preventing the sheriff from dis-
posing of his propeety. Otherwise
the reeeraining orders il1 be issued
All the male citizens of Marshall
are anxiously looking forward to thr
trial of the actitin which means they
will either have to continue paying
the special assessment or be relieved
of it. •
charging him with cursing and abus-
ing John Tucker, while the latter was
fined $5 and costs.
There was docketed and entered
up the $5 fini, assessed against Harry
Moreland for riding with two pros-
titutes on the public street, the wo-
rsen being Rose Schroeder and leotta
Muller. 
E. S. Miller was fined $to lnd
costs for being drunk and disorder-
ly.
HOTEL MAN IN THE CITY
(Continued From First Page.)
'handy a place for meals alone to the
local public and add to the conven-
iences for the guests of the hostelry.
MT. Murphy also thinks the laun-
dry should be placed in the basement
of the hotel and all the linen work
done there. At present the Fifth
and Jefferson street laundry does this
work for the hestelry. The linen de-
partment is quite an important one
and if exclusively handled by the
hotel is a great saving the year
round.
He made a completle inspection of
the proierty and does not know
which will be best, to put another
story in the hotel or . construct an
addition that will run out above the
Fifth street entrance to the theatre.
Mr. Murphy will be here until to-
morrow night looking over the places
and then return to the Windy City,
where he makes a report of the peo-
ple who are interested with him in
the negotiations submitted to his
people long since decided on and pre-
sented, and his visit is only to look
over the buildings and familiarize
himself thoroughly, so he will know
just what to report when he gets
back home.
LAND SOLD
NUMBER OF DEEDS FILED
WITH THE COUNTY
CLERK 4
S Pierce Qualified as a Notary Pub-
lic Before the County Clerk
Yesterday.
Land lying in the county bas been
sold by John F. Keen to A.
Whitaker for $1 and other e-oneidera-
eions, and the deed filed for record
with the-county clerk yesterday.
Hattie' Craig Vogt sold to Plum-
mer Carneal foPt $5oo, land lying in
the county.
J. M. Bailey bought from Terrell
Forrks for Store property on Mill
THEFT OF $100 . at-17. t • Ryburn bought from Richardtied Edward Terrell for $350, proper-ts ea Clay street in the Terrell•Foun
TOM ELLISOgr DISMISSED OF 
tan park addition.
THIS CHARGE YESTER- Licensed to Marry.
DAY.
Rape Charge Against Berry Smith,
Colored, Put Off Until This
Morning.
There e as disimissed by Judge
Sanders in she .wellearcourt yesteklay
morningthe case ging Toin FsIli-
son with' stealing oret $100 from a
4 man named Harris, Of -Graves county
It showed there was nothing in the
case.
There was called and continued
until today the warrant charging
Berry Smith, Adored, with ravishing
SpV Nancy Smith, wife of George
with whom the accused boarded.
k The woman claims he compelled her
to submit to his desire!' at the point
f a razor while her husbanet was
a ay from borne.
rank 'Boatwright was given a con
tinuance until today of the case
John Bethel, aged st, of Marion,
Ill., and Minerva Lambert, aged 24,
of Creel Springs, Ill., were granted
a marriage license by the clerk who
also issued a document Tif thi5 na-
ture to John J. Greenbrier and Cor-
nelia Meyer, of tine city. This is the
third venture for the latter.
Notary Public.
S. Pierce filed his commission as
a notary public and qualified to per-
form the sletse, of that office.
Empty Jail at Benton.
,Jailer J. M. Johnson, of *Benton,
says he has nothing to do except to
wait on the courts that meet in that
county. The jail is empty and has
been for some time and unless crime
increases in that county it will con-
tinue sts for quite a wthile.—Murray
Ledger.
For Sale.
,000 &lads of dry heating and cook
stove wood $1.25 per two-horse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sono, 1330 South Third street.
COUNTY ROADS
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT WANTS
SWITCH PUT DOWN ABOUT
HEATH BY I. C.
If the Silk 1track Is Laid It Will
Save TAousands of Dollars Ex-
pense in Hauling.
Judge Lightlioot is preparing to
immediately take up with the Illinois
Cenutral rairoad authorities the ques-
tion he broached to them last fall,
which is to put a switch track along-
side the main line of their Cairo di-
vision, about fifteen miles out of this
city, so there can be set on the sid-
ing the carloads of gravel to be used
for improving the country roads. The
railroad authorities will doubtless ac-
quiesce in his wishes.
At present when a road way doss e
about Wloodville or neighboring
places, is to. be improved with gravel,
the wagons have to carry same about
ten or twelve !riles, and this prevents
more than one lead being hauled a
day by each vehicle. If the Illinois
Central wilt put a side track down
about the point where people get off
for Heath and Woodville, carloads of
gravel can be taken there, put off
on the switch, and then the wagons
have to carry it only a mile or two
to get to any place in that section
pf the country. This would mean a
great saving to *he county, but be
very, little expense to the railroad
as if would not cost much to put in
the side track.
The judge brought uts this question
last fall, but as deem was no ac-
tual immediate, necessity for sameand
he ,let it lay until now, lie wants
the side track in by time spring opens
good and the summer wk is re-
sumed on the county road4
WORLD OF COMMERCE
(Continued From First Page.)
ance commissioner-for the companies
doing business here, is preparing to
remodel his home this summer on
Jefferson betweeo 12th and 13th
streets. At present it is a one story
residence, and another story will be
put OD top and other vast improve-
ments made to same. The plans for
the work have already been drawn up.
New Box Factory.
'Work on the new box factory
going up at Third and Broad streets,
is progressing nicely, but it cannot
yet be foretold when the new indus-
try will be ready for operation. Mr.
A. J. Decker is one of the main
minters of thelplant and thinks they
will be ready for business within the
next few months, but the time con-
awned in completing the structure
and installing the machinery cannot
be accurately estimated, hence they
will have to get farther advanced be-
fore calculations with sonic certainty
can be made.
Cereal Plant.
The new buildings for the cereal
plant are well under way on the Mc-
Kinnie Veneer and Pekkage company
grounds in Mechaniceibing, and Mr.
Shepherd will push things along as
rapidly as possible in order to get
ready for business • at the earliest
moment possible. Quite a force of
men are being employed on the
structures that are located right in-
side the grounds owned by the Me-
Kinnie people who tong since dis-
continued business. The King saw-
mill people occupy the other part of
the grounds, but three is plenty of
room for both.
Quit Business.
Last evening the Brunswick bowl-
ing alley and billiard parloes on
Broadway near Fifth street, were
dark, as the proprietor ha, quit bosi-
nese here end is preparing t move
his stock to eonie other city, on ac-
count of the local revenue not justi-
fying him remaining. Mr. We;
it 00 SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
•
'Lender
309 Broadway, IMP
Lydon,
Paducah, Ky.
••••••4
Flowers is preparing to' moie his
skating rink and dancing flicor• that
was maintained on the second and
third story.
REVISE THE ORDINANCES,
(Continued From First Pige.)
then many bills have been revoked,
new ones adopted and many changes
made, until now another publication
is necessary, and has been ordered
looked into by the full legislative
boards.
The committee during its delibera-
tions last evening decided to defer
action upon the "city buyer" ordi-
nance which was tip onoe before,
but in such voluminous form it Was
referred back for condensation. Al-
derman Miller is the father of the
geed bill and he ha, cut it down
cenejskr,able. Hie passed it back to
the otslinance committee last evening
but they will not have it in for adop
lion next week, that is if the decis-
ion of the committee last night holds.
The condensation will only reduce
the superfluous phrases, but not al-
hr any of the material provisions
stipulating the duties of the buyer
and the manner in which he is to
conduct the new'department.
Building Inspector.
It was expected that last evening
at their meeting the ordinance com-
mittee would take up the question of
framing a measure creating the of-
fice of "building inspector" and let-
ting the city electrician, perform the
duties in addition to those exacted
ftotn bins as electrical inspector for
the municipality. The committee did
not bring the matter up, deciding to
Itt the proposition lay over for the
time being.
The object of a beading inspector
is to see that all etrartures erected
in the city are property built and the
laws strictly abided by. Lots of
times buildings get into a delapidat-
ed condition and the services of an
inspector are needed.
The ineesrance people are Strong
advocate, of this move, and their
ideas are sanctioned by the public at
large, including the public officials
who will shortly create the office and
arrange for proper municipal govern-
mint in this tespeet:
For Sale or Charter.
e
Sternwheel steamboat, registered
64 'tom, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x271,12-
xe.agteet; engines 10x3V2 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches diatnetierx22 feet, allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 inches light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
Ptrryear. of Abstract Co.,knows
care-discover all that is knowable or
discoverable about your title.
Or
SHORT ONE TOE
MR SAMUEL SKINNER CUT IT
OFF WHILE CHOPPING
WOOD.
Dr. Richard Walker Is Still Down
South to Remain Indefinitely—
Jack Mann's Eyesight.
Yesterday morning Mr. Samuel
Skinner was chopping some wood at
his home on North Seventh between
Broadway and Jefferson street, when
he struck his foot sufficiently hard
with the ax to cut off the little to.,
He will be laid up for a while before
being able to wear a shoe on that
foot.
getting Much Better.
Word from De. Richard Walker
is that he continues to steadily im-
prove at Pass Christian, Miss.,
where the is ,ojourning for the be-
fit of his haealth. He is gradually
recovering his strength that he lost
by ris month's confinement with
fiver durier January and February.
He doe- set intend to come back
until fully recovered.
Mr. Holliday the Same.
Mr. Charles Holliday remains in
the same condition at hie home on
South Sixth street where he is con
lined with stomach trouble.
Foot Amputated.
Yesterday morning at the Illinois.
Ccntral railroad hospital Chief Sur-
geon 4v. G. Murrell removed the
foot of Jerry Fleet, colored, who got
his pedal extremity ruts over the
eight before by a train at Ripley.
Tenn., and badly mashed. He was
brought here for treatment.
Eyecight Bad.
Mr. Jack Mann, the well known
whisky drummer out of St. Louie
airived here yesterday and is at the
Palmer. He is the popular former
Padticathen and 'has jelet left the hos-
pital at the Future Great where for
sip& week* he wee confined on account
r)' his sight seeming to fail him. He
is able to be out but his vision is
very dim as he cannot recognize any
one over fifty feet away. Hie host
or, local friends will regret to learn
of the affliction.
Conley and Wife Are Up.
The man Conley and wife are
seemingly improving at the county
poor farm, Where they were taken
several weeks ago for treatment, they
bring poverty stricken and living in
te it down Overt the I. C. incline
to the north of-town. Both are con-
sumptives and although for a while
bedfaet, ere now able to be up.
Their son has been taken by Mr.
James Woods, of the county, to be
raised.
Eycurtion—St. Louis.
The Illinois Central R. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis, l-e-av
itvg Paducah Union depot at 8 a. me
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets will be
good returning for 3 days on regular
trains. No baggage with be checked
in these tickets, nor will they be
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
New Factory Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean wo:k
and good wages. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
LAD FARED WELL
GOT HERE FROM MALDEN,
MO., LAST EVENING WITH-
OUT MONEY.
Officers Hurley and Singery Did for
Him the "Honors" they so Often
Accord Many Strangers.
Officers Hurley and Singery, ths
two popular and efficient members of
the police force that look after the
Union depot beet, are never found
wanting when it comes to looking
after people deserving of good treat-
ment,and especially afflicted parties,
and the little ones, who cannot well
rook after themselves.
'Last evening a little nine-pear-old
boy named Ten Broeck Heard, ar-
rived here on the 8 o'clock passenger
train from Cairo, being en route back
from Malden, MO., where he had been
visiting for a few weeks. The Cairo
train stops here but the boy wanted
to go to his home up at Little Cy-
press, for which place he had a ticket,
hut at Which point none of the trains
stop, except that local going out of
here at 8 o'clock this morning for
the Louisville division. The boy was
Without !nonce', and On teing found
at the depot he was given a good
supper by the policemen, and then
firrnished with a warm bed at the
Union depot hotel closeby, all at the
expense of the goodhearted patrol-
men, who will this morning put him
on the outgoing train and start him
homeward.
The little fellew stated that his
father was blind and in, reduced cir-
cirmetances, therefore he no surplus
money, and this naturally caused the
funds to rein short for the lad, who
was fortunate in falling into the
hands of those good officers.
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Harness
$5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.
p We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you.
ItttUnttlIIMMISMIIM#14110$111$8$IMMICI
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
Paducah Saddlery Company,
Incorporated.
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.
es.
Paducah, Ky.
CUMUMISIM8Ultitritnr:=2=
t=22===eat=
Buggies
$30.00 to $150.00
Each
We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you.
--
GIRL IDENTIFIED A
NEGRO MURDERER
Mt. Holly, N. J., March 1.
—In
company with Mrs. ,Strawbridge and
Mrs. Williams, Bessie Walker 
was
taken to the jail and was confronted
by Rufus Johnson, who is seicts
nced
tc be executed March 24 for the m
ur
der of Miss Florepce Allison.. 
Beesit
immediately identified the negro.
Johnson exclaimed arnid his sobs:
"And this is the little girl Small
wanted to kill. I'm glad no harm
came to her. Bessie, do you remem-
ber me going up stairs with you?"
'Yes, I do," replied the child.
"Where do you remember having
seen me last?"
"At our house when mamma was
inurdered," came the quick reply.
Wrecking Negro Quarters.
Springfield, 0., March t.—As the
result of the murder of railroad 
men
by negroes la a night a mob of 
1,200
is tonight wsecking houses 
in the
negro quarters, and two militia com-
panies have Leen called out to 
aid
the polise in restoring order.
NEGOTIATIONS UNDER WAY TO1ISELL
BONDS To EUROPEAN CAPITALISTS.
Washington D. March 1.—
Jesse C. Speight, of Mayfield, ar-
rived hers to confer with members
sof the Kentucky delegation to se
cur:
-statements as to the natural resodec-
es of the territory to be tappsd by
the Tennessee River Railroad com-
pany, which will run from Tidewater,
crossing the Kentucky line at Bristol,
*Tense
The inform is to be used in
Europe by President Lowry W.
Goode, of New York, who leaves f
or
Paris next week to negotiate the sale
of bonds to European capitalists.
The road will be a connecting link
between trunk lines. M. Speight
will be here several days and will
then go to New York.
..escieenesisseemesimini111111.1111
FUNSTON SAYS THE PHILIPPINE
TROOPS SHOULD BE REINFORCED
San Francisco, Nlarols I.—General
Tunston say* that ;n his opinion the
action of reinforcing the troops in
the Philippines will be justified by
the situston in China before the end
ol the present uprisings.
•
FEDERATION OF
PRESBYTERIANS
Representative Will Meet at Char-
lotteville, N. C., March in to
Prepare a .Basis of Union.
Pitttsburg, Pa. Mar. I.—Represene
iatives of the Presbyterian church,
Presbyterian church South, United
Presbyterian church Reformed
church in the United States, Re-
formed church in American, and the
Reformed Presbyterian church will
meet at Charlotte, N. C., on March
14, for the purpose of the denomina-
tions. At a meeting held in this city
over a year ago, a basis for consoli-
dation lea, prepared and arrange-
ments were made to present the same
to .the legislative bodies of churches.
The various general assemblies and
general synods received the report
favorably, but in each instance re-
ferred it back to the joint committee
for more detailed plans.
HORRIBLE DETAILS
OF HANGING.
Man With Throat Cut Carried
Gallows and Hanged.
Generig Funston says that General
Leonard Wood is the logical com-
mander of tifse Chinese expedition.
but that under Wood arc also many
generals able to command. He
thinks it unlikely that a general will
be sent from this country.
NIMBDOOTED
NORFLEET CAUGHT
HS LEGS DID NOT CARRY
HIM VERY FAR
.AWAY.
Detective William Baker Goes to
Clarksville, Tenn., This Morning
to Bring Him Back.
,Th is mor ni irg Detective William
Baker left for
Tenn., to bring back here J. R. Nor-
fleet, the young fellow who escaped
from the county jail last Saturday,
and who captured in thatTennessee
city yesterday. The detective will
get ttheret this afternoon and start
irmniediately with his man who will
he brought back for incarceration in
the county jail.
Norfleet is the young man charged
with forging the name of some
woman to checks drawn upon a
Birdeville, Ky., bank, and getting
Paducah merchants to cash them,
one being cashed by the Dooglas
to grocery on South Third between
Tennessee and Jlones streets, while
another was cashed' by the Frank
Santa Fe, N. M., Mar. t—Details Rodfus grocery a
t Fifth and Jackson
of the hanging at Tao Monday of streets. They pr
oved forgeries and
John Conley, charged with the mur- Nortleet was arre
sted. At the time
der of two men, are horrifying.
When the jailer went to Conley's
cell in thce morning he found the
prisoner's throat cut from ear to ear.
He was unconscious but was dragged
to the scaffold where the guards held
his body upright until the noose and
niood were adjusted, then they let the
body elip through the trap. Conley one side cal
led aisay the jailer. Nor-
was strangled to death. The wound fleet took edvan
tage of the few MO-
agents absence of the jailer, and
opening the front door, dashed to
liberty which' he enjoyed for only
four drays, as his capture was effected
yesterday morning at Clarksville.
stopped bleeding in ten minutes and
five minutes later life was pro-
nounced extinct.
SAYS PATRICK DID
NOT KILL W. M. RICE
New York, Mar. i.—Joseph Jor-
dan tbis morning admitted in the
.i
alteged perjury case, resultant from
iw Patrick murder case, that he had
screen a term for horse stealing in
' the Texas penitentiary.
'Jordan declared, however, that his
testimony as to the alleged conversa-
tion with Jones, the valet of Million-
aire Rice, waestrue. He reiterated
the statement that Jones had told
him that Patrick did not kill William
Miareh Rice, for Whose murder Pat-
/rick now stands convicted in the first
degree and whose execution may be
stayed by these proceedings.
EMPEROR WILLIAM'S
SECOND SON WEDS.
Berlin, Germany, Mars i—Prince
Fitch. the second son of Emperor
William, and Thitchese Sophie Char-
lotte of Oldiemberg were united in,
marriage, -yesterday afternoon. On;
thousand guests were present. Tile
civil ceremony. esthich was b'rief, wus
performed by Count Wedel, while Dr.
Dryander pronounced the religious
ceremony.
The prince and princess later re-
vived congratulations in the hall of
knights.
A SWEEPING _
ELECTION mu_
Parties Required to File an Itemized
Account of Election Expenses.
Washington, D. C. Mar. t—Sena-
tor Lanalktte eyE Wisconsin intre-
deiced a sweeping bill requiring com-
mittees of all political parties in na-
tional and congressional elections to
account for all monies expended in
•said election, for filing of statenueets
of receipts and expenditures of polit-
ical committees with the secretary of
commerce and labor and to Pro-
hibit corporations from directly or
indirectly contributing money to any
political committee or to any candi-
date for political office.
One-Way Colonists
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
A.ngetes and San Diego, Cat., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
cor farther information apply to,
I. T. DONOV 1N,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIF.LID.
t. A., Union Depot.
MY FIRST
bank's combination without hurting
the safe, and L.t*e the exeense of Chi-
cago experts.
The vice president was incredulous,
CAPTURE but willing to let the fellow try. If hesucceeded they would pay him some-
thing handsome. Of course it would
By ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
 .\ I
( Copyright, rgo5, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
In the electric light I saw that it
was not McGowan, though he. was fit-
ting a key into McGowan's front door.
Then I remembered that all the Mc-
(Iowans were away for the summer.
I . stealthily approached. I leaped
ups his shoulders.
"No resistance—you're my prisoner!"
"That's so," he grunted. "I'm it."
We marched toward the jail. I had
been in office but a week, and was
proud of my first capture. He seemed
..... .....
Inclined to be sociable.
"Pleasant weather we're having
now." ,--,
I agreed that it was warm for May.
"Great thing, these electric lights."
I assented to this, too, adding that
they were a protection to honest peo-
ple.
"Yes," he nodded, "the profession
hasn't much show these days."
We were at the jail presently. I
halted in the lighted corridor, and,
pushing open a door, stood aside fez
him to enter.
"This is your room. Hope you'll
find it comfortable."
He looked about approvingly.
"Hm--southern exposure—head to
the north—very nice, thank you."
"Glad you like it. Anything I can
do further?"
"I rise early—suppose you have me
called for my bath at seven."
I was going through his well-made
clothes. He was unarmed. His pock-
ets contained a little—a very little—
change, and a small bunch of anti-
quated keys.
"Couldn't do much with those
things," I commented.
-It is rather a poor outfis," he
agreed. "Lucky I struck these free
lodgings. I suppose Um good here tiL
court sits."
"Yes—second week in September."
"Just fits ;In with my plans. I think
I'll like it here first rate. Good eight."
I went away, grinning at his assur-
an& There was something free and
western about it that appealed to me
I rose early, to have a look at him
by daylight I listened a moment at
his cell, then called throueh the Attie
grated window.
"Seven o'clock!" I said. "You want-
ed an early call!"
The cell was empty.
I began to have an uncanny feeling,
and wasted no time in getting out into
the morning sunshine. As I opened
the door at the end of the corridor 1
kaw that somebody was sitting on the
st6p. He turned just then, and I ree.
ognised him. It was my guent of the
night before.
"Good morning!" he greeted. "It
was pleasant outside, so I didn't wait
for my call. I have been -slaying the
sunrise."
I only stared at him.
"By the way, your locks are rather
poor," he added. "You forgot to leave
me a key last night, but it made no
difference."
I pulled myself together.
"Perhaps you'd better come in now,"
I suggested, "and let me go over you
again for those skeleton keys. I ap-
preciate the fact that you didn't run
away, and I want to treat you well,
but business is business. I'm the new
man here, and the public eye is upon
me."
He returned to his cell quite willing-
ly. There was literally nothing on his
person that I could discover. I looked
at him helplessly. He smiled—a pleas-
ant, reassuring smile.
"Don't worry," he consoled; "I'm
not likely to leave. I might go farther
he had been motorman or conducaor and fare worse."
on the street cars. He followed quite sub
missively to a
Last Saturday hie wife canse to the cell across the way, whe
re there was ai
county jail to see him, he being held lock of an altogether different p
attern.
there awaiting the circuit court grand "I'll bring yo
ur breakfast down my-
jury. Jailer James Eaker let them self," I saij "Don't go, p
lease, before
talk out in the hall, when suddenly I come," and
 went out, carefully lock-
the ingirrg telephone in the office of ing the do
or.
Soon after I went to the window and
looked down on the wide jail yard, in
one corner of which was a vegetable
garden. A man was weeding one of
the beds. Then I stood stock still and
stared. The man In the garden was
my guest.
That was my weird summer.
I set myself now to solve this mys-
tery—the secret of his power. When
I locked him in his cell he showed no
desire to leave it so long as I was near.
Absent for a moment, I would be like-
ly to hear the lawn mower, and would
look out to find him cutting grass.
I tried friendship. I had Installed
him as a harmless eccentric, helping
me for his board. I now proceeded to
make, his stay pleasant. Books, pic-
tures, a carpet and some furniture
were placed in his quarters, and I in-
vited him to my private table. His
conversation was usually cultured and
interesting, but gave me no clew as to
his secret.
It was during the first week of Sep-
tember that the cashier of our local
bank fell dead one mprning, just be-
fore opening time. Then it was found
that nobody else knew the combination
of the safe—nobody but the president,
who was somewhere in London or
Paris.
Such a matter Is of importance in a
country town. I hurried oirer and saw
the vice president in his private °Moe
I did,not go into details. I merely told
him that I bad a fellow helping around
the jail who seemed to know a good
deal about locks. I added that of
course I could not say as to his cape
flew* with combinations, but that he
seemed to have a faculty for opening
such locks as I had been able to offer
lilgi. Perhaps he could work the
f• •
be impossible. Their safe was one of
the best. Even experts would doubt-
less use tools. Still, he might try.
Sands was picking beans when I
found him—Sefton Sands was the name
he had given me. He put down his
pan to listen.
"I want you to do it, Sands—for me.
rhat bank was against me in the elec-
tion. I am likely to need them by and
by."
"What make of safe is It," he asked,
as we hurried along.
I told him. He smiled.
"That's rather a different job from
those toy locks of yours."
"Bnt you'll do lit"
"I'll try. Stringer thing!' Lave Lep-
pened."
We had reached the bents by this
time. Sands walked directly over to
the safe, merely nodding to the vice
president The banker's smile was a
mixture of toleration and contempt.
"Well," he laughed, "I suppose you
can open it-"
Sands laid his lingers on the lock,
but made no reply.
"Pretty good safe, eh?" sneered the
banker.
Perhaps Sands was a bit annoyed.
"Oh, yes," he admitted, pleasantly.
"Pretty good old bread box; but I
wouldn't keep cookies in in If I were
you."
The banker flushed.
"Oh, you wouldn't! Well, I'll Just
give you a hundred dollar bill If you
open that old bread bog!"
Perhaps Sands did not hear him. He
was bending very close to the combina-
tion knob, begtoning to turn it with
(his tapering, sentient fingers. Some-
how we all became still, watching
those marvelous fingers as if fascin-
ated. The way they slipped and crept
and hovered about the secret of that
nickel disc wrought a spell of silence
upon the little group of watchers.
Something in it all suggested the cat
stealing noiselessly upon its prey. It
was almost hypnotic.
Presently the fingers hesitated.
ceased. A wave of disappointment
swept in upon me. A smile grew on
the banker's face.
For an instant only—the cat had but
gathered for the final spring. So fast
the eye could not follow, tint angers
sent the revolv:ng disc spinnizig to the
right. An instant's pause, and a' sec-
ond spinning, to the left—shorter this
time. Then once more to the right—
to the left—to the right—a slight
clicking sound, and Sands stood facing
us.
"Your safe is unlocked, sir. I will
allow you to open it."
• • • • 
•
It was on the night before court
opened that I went quietly down the
corridor to his cell. His lamp was lit
—but looking in I could not see him.
Rather eagerly I unioeked the door.
Sands' cell was empty, and a note lay
under the shaded lamp.
"Dear Sheriff. and Friend:—It grieves
me to go without saying good-by, but
I do not wish to embarrass you with
further responsibility. As It is, your
conscience may rest clear. I was not
trying to enter that house last spring;
I wished only to open the door of your
acquaintance. For reasons I will not
explain, my supply of funds was low
and temporary seclusion desirable. I
needed quiet summer retirement where
I could complete certain plass and ex.
change light exercise for summer
board. You have treated me like a
gentleman, and in return I hese only
been able to keep your garden la or-
der, and to oblige you in the little mat
ter of tha banker's safe, which, though
having no wish to be In the publia
eye, I was willing to undertake at your
request. The banker's reward will car.
ry me to where I have reason to be-
lieve there is a piece of art work need
ed that is likely to pay very well.
Please keep the little bunch of an.
tiques—some people might caii Lem
keys—as a memento of our friendship
They were only intapded to unlock
your sympathy. Put with them, to:
contrast, the inclosed, !rem reurr
gratefully,
"Sefton Sands."
I shook the envelope and something
fell out. It was a slender piece of steel
wire, sharp at the ends, half circular
In form, probably to ft,. some hiding
siace. It seemed very stiff, yet up
neared to have been variously bent and
straightened. I worked with-li for as.
hour—bending, straightening and
twisting it in the cell lock. It was of
no avail in my clumsy fingers. I
should have remained imprisoned
through the ages had my release de-
pended on that bit of steel.
A week later the papers were filled
with accounts of the great burglary cot
the Metropolitan National. It was
without parallel in the history of bank
robberies. A tunnel requiring month:
to construct bad culminated with s
piece of lock work of such surpaseine
skill that bankers, detectives and safe
manufacture" were alike appalled. A
vast sum of money had been obtained
I reed these accounts with interest
and rather guiltily telegraphed Sands
description. Nothing came of it. Tho
burglars were sever captured, and
my conclusions may toy, been quits
absurd. Yet I have genvlsew always
sonnected the affe'r ef the Metropol
itan National with the "piece or art
work" referred to by Sefton Sands.
Battle Piottare.
Thomas M. Henry, a noted Britiab
=vibe painter. has just finished a pie-
ture of the naval battle of ropenhagen
April 2, 1801, which covers an area og
30 square ftset, and has on It G6 sonnes
of paint The traltietrlous artist wan
cat lig Lt14•11411 M1C
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pees:. Nebo sena one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, MO., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride front the, Horne of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar-and having their tithe marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address,
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
TOUR EUROPE FREE,
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its °nests.
The Courier-journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 2% To give
all a chance the Courier-journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popit'ar ynung
woman from each district is to be this
one to make the 'tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select thw
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated thilit the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnges. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
WIrite the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
Sttmensostnnssnn
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a Seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
la -Stipp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50k and Sl. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG ATOM.
7h & Jackson Sta. phone 237& Clay fits, phone 311.
OLIVER, OLIVZR & M'OREGOlk
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall Comity; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity BuilChing,
New Phone 114. Old Phone sog
MR. ROM. J. RIVERS
'so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones sgs
Office hours S to To a. na., ate g
p. a. and 7 to 9 p.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y..ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I hese
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
win practice in all courts et Ken-
tucky.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pala'.
at company—the cheapest and base
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip toleooessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. oawdon
and rest; good service, g tibia.
good rooms, etc. Boats w tech
Wednesday and laterdey g p. es.
For other information apply to Jae.
Roger, superintendent; Fresh L.
Brown, agent.
 •
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones s40 at residenc. Office hours
7 tosa.m.;Itosp.m.. 7 to 9 se tn.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Boat phone all at the office. both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Offke, 306 Broadway—Phone 124
Residence, 119 Broadway.
Phone to.
7. C. Flournoy C. Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYER #
Rooms to, Is end as, Collapsible Rids
PADUCAH, KT.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & lavers. an
Nort Mid; Both Phone sss.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone zips
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
4ot Fraternity Building.
014 Phone 491 Red; New Phone so.
Paducah, Kasktocky.
•
J. K. HENDRICK, 7.0. MILL= to, •
WM. MARBLE.
15
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. 323 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts at the
state. Both phones 17.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
•
Office over Globe Bank and Trust if
Lemon Chill Tonic i*
Co., 306 Broadlsay.
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THII
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
ft
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG 4 f
STORES.
DR. R. E. iltARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law, -
Boom No. & Columbia Building. ..1
THE RIVER. WORK OF GLACIEL TALE OF A "STUFFER" FINE TR.AINS
4
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
litation our fountain has for magnifi-
t cent Ice Cream.' Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. mg.
E. 11. PURYEAR,
ATTORNE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms and 6 Register Building
323 :a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Eatate Law.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-head
ZtoVes ekrzcl
Ftircr2itl1rte.
Bay anything and Nal everything
Court street. Old phone zszli
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon ha eenasetlien.
MINNIOMMIW 
or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
• Columbia Building.
Phone roet- -Red.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside',
OSTEOPATH
6034 Broadway.
Phones, old Dui. New, 761.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.'
OPTICS too NORTH Firm
TELEPHONES
Redden= see OfIce em
.1M1mMEN.
44 7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
'um 53 and 54 Co/nmbla Dena*
Old Phone me,
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lipe
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
ruf *he skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a akin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
It is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. II. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
*AN( taiiiISON
STANDARD)
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure co your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one,
records.
e
Big selection of
.01111..11•.• ' i „1-• "so,'"
arren 84Warren
ti Jewelers' •
403 Broadway:
BY CHARLES W. STEVENSON.
0, stately river flowing free,
And faithful as the speeding hours,
Met thou but seek the lonely sea,
To lose thy quickening powers
In windless deeps where shipwrecks its
And only dark and death draw nigh?
Dost thou flow on heedleall of fate,
As aimless force amid a world
Where never will on will doth wait
And wishes vain are hurled
Against the hills of chance that loom
Along horizons black with doom?
What is thy message unto man,
A brief sojourner by thy side,
Thy mission in the mystic plan
That bath too oft denied
Ambition'. high and holy worth,
And love, that would illume the earth?
About thy banks in days long past
Great nations rose and ruled and fell,
Thetr grandeur now is overcast
And broken marbles tell
The dreams of all who came and went.
The story of man's slow ascent.
Past thrones of dust and temples lone,
And graves of unremembered dead,
Thy waters make their ancient moan
O'er futile glories fled
From haunts where wild beasts make their
lair
And all is mute save gaunt despair
Nay, more than this thy lesson shows.
Td man who bears his burdens grave,
And, upward looking, swift outgrows
The passions of a slave-
Still, still, thy majesty inspires
The conscious soul that duty fires!
With patiehee tree thy crystal tides
Sweep round the selfish city's wall
Through fruitful valleys where abides
Fair nature's beauteous thrall,
Where toll, that fights with time and fate,
Builds Witt the strong imperial state.
Past verdured hills, through sunny treads,
Content to find the meter way,
Thou teachost, 'mid the warring creeds
That mar our matchless day,
How more than all love brings us peace,
And gentle service glad Increase
For where thy waters lave the land
Rich harvests glow. fond homes arise,
The labor of the willing hand
Man's want and need defies,
And mighty thought assumes its reign
O'er doubt and death, o'er grief and pain
0, silver river flowing free.
The mountain dews feed thy pure heart.
The singing brooks would bide with thee,
And earth-storms dwell apart.
For in thy liberal life reside.
The strength that in submission hides.
The green flags that beside thee grow
Receive thy tender touch and live,
E'en as the kindnesses we show
.Do nourish and forgive.
And as sweet freedom brings man cheer,
So wealth and culture spring anear.
All day thy living waters flow
Serenely down to mart the title-
Past deserts where no daisies blow,
Or chafing mountain side-
And still thy misaloo does not fail-
To greet somewhere an ocean sail.
And art thou thus like hero-life,
That doeth good where'er it toils.
A quiet force 'mid human strife
That nothing stays or foils,
That moveth on the day to crows.
When, dying, It shall wear renown?
Night after night through darkness deep
Unchanged is toy eternal way,
While stare upon thy bosom sleep
As harbingers of day:
And roving winds waft odors sweet
O'er paths where ley and sorrow meet.
Art thou not, thee, an emblem true
Of one infinite purpose here-
Where man so much of man 10th rue,
Where falls the bitter tear-
A purposte vastly good and free
'Mid the divine great mystery!
And, as at morn and eve the sun
Paints thy still wave with r, tee and ec
Ere yet proud wisdom has begun
Or princely love Is coid,
Doth not a blessing from on high
Fall soft on those who constant try?
0, stately river flowing free.
As slow and sure thy waters glide,
What matters it to yeu or me,
Where swells the rising lid.,
If In the arm. of love at last
All effort and all care are east?
, r
What matters If we do not know
The Hay of life, the end of death,
The means by which the soul shall grow
.Somehow to larger breath,
If somewhere heaven shall joy install.
And all good heed God's loving call?
Behold! above yon rolling wave
The rosy mists of morning glow,
o'er this puleeless °Lean grave
The storm's mad legions go -
goon, soon, within the bending blue
Fiont clouds of pure and pearly dewl
And, In, afar, on Mountain home,
A tiny drop to earth descends,
Full soon a swelling flood to roast
While yet the rainbow bends--
And thirsty valleys, dreaming, wait,
To lure the lusty stream elate!
So life, exhaling. shall return
To fairer fields. t.) nobler ways.
And hope and trust again shall Mina
Over calmer, sunnier days;
And, purined by God's design,
Kan shall take up hiircourse divine;
And itor shall have a softer hand;
And toll shall lead to sweeter rest;
And duty greater good demand;
And thought more fear divest;
And faith, like incense, shall arise
To vaster sweep through clearer skies.
-Kansas City Star.
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Time Lost by Spectacle Wearers.
Dr. Abraham Huntainger, the pio-
neer professional man and veteran sta-
tistician of this county, has just given
out a table relative to the time lost by
persons wearing glasses, says a Mish-
awaka correspondent of the Indianap-
olis News. He says it's mostly time
wasted and costly time to some. D
e.
Fluntainger bases his figures on the
study of mankind for years. He says
the people woo wear spectacles remove
them and put them on again at least
five times a day, and figures that 20
seconds are required for each such op-
eration. The man or woman who car-
ries glasses for a peritxf of 25 years
(the period being placed low by the
doctor) will lose 22 days of eight hours
each as a result of the habit to take
off and replace eye glasses.
Anti-flea-Sick Bunk.
The self-leveling bunk for the pre-
vention of sea-sickness, which has been
experimented on for some time on one
, of the Dover-Calais boats, has been
found so successful that it is proposed
to install it on all the steamers of the
service.
HT. TACOMA ICE FIELDS HADB
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
Have Become the Source of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Hiles
Away.
Among the great mountain peaks on
the Pacific coast, that of Tacoma is
perhaps beat known, owing not only to
its size, but to the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering. in the sualight makes it vis-
ible for a distance ranging from GO
to 80- miles on a clear day, so that it
can be distinctly seen in the cities of
Seattle and Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indiana gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, sine,
"Tacoma" in a sense means nourish-
ment. The fields of ice and snow ex-
tending for miles upon its slopes form
the source of several important rivers,
which not only nourish • wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a most important source of
power for the cities named, as well as
for smaller towns in this section of
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
streams of Tacoma is already generat-
ed a very large quantity of electric
power, which is being utilized not only
for power but for heating and lighting
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for the current, it may be
stated that it operates the eiectrio
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of
trolley line, in addition to cable rail-
ways situated in the hilly portions of
these cities. Besides this service, how-
ever. current Is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where power is secured from the third
rail in connection with the multiple-
unit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger service but for
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the most com-
pletely equipped electric systems la
the world. The horse power required
for a number of the largest industries
in the city of Tacoma, including the
shoal of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, is
also obtained from this source; while
illumination for streets and buildings,
in loth Seattle and Tacoma, depends
upon it to a oonsiderablbe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within • few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 60.000-
hone power to the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glaciers
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several important rivers
traversing the western portion of
Washington, the stream which gene.
rats the electric current at present is
the Puyallup, which originates in two
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
distance of the stream from its source
to the generating station, a bead of
water is secured which is enormous,
considering the volume of water util-
ized. Consequently the installation of
machinery for generating current, and
the system fbr distributing it, present
unusually ateresting features. The
plan adopted was to divert the river
froth its natural bed, carrying the wa-
ter by means of a flume ten miles to a
reservoir located on a high plateau,
and thence discharging by means of
steel pipes against wheels in the power
house, under a bead of 872 feet, the
water wheels so driven being direct-
connected to electric generators, and
the electric power so produced being
transmitted at a pressure of 65,000
48 miles to Seattle and 32 miles
to Tacoma.
All water rights, and the necessary
land abutting on the- river, from the
point of diversion to point of return.
were secured, as well as all land neces-
sary for fume and other structures,
and actual work of development was
commenced March 1, 1903.
Title of Prime Minister.
The title of prime minister was oi•
known till the beginning of the eigh-
teedth century, and the gentlemen who
first filled the position and were so
called' objected to the title, which was
regarded as • sinister importation
from France, and as conveying the
meaning of grand vizier, something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
nobody in his council who
could be said to correspond to our
prime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
r)ean Swift was the grst writer to use
the term, which he applied to Harley,
who, however, had no power to appoint
his own colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of the modern race of Balfours and
C. B.'s was Walpole.
What, Indeed?
Manager—Your play is top tame,
The last act ought to end with a gimp.
Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
the heiress? Say, what do you call a
snap, anyhow? — Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
"Yodel" "stuffed" capers for a living.
In case the reader does not understand
What this art is, it will be explained
that the "stuffing" of newspapers is
on. of the most laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday
Issues. The magazine, comic, want ad
and other ttections of the Sunder pa-
per are printed earlier in the week, and
from Thursday until Sunday morning
dozens of hands are keg' busy insert-
ing these parts into one harmonious
whole.
Even the latest type of presses cafes
not perform this class of work, which
offers employment to many newsboys
and inhabitants of "Newsboys' aliey,"
who earn as much as $18 in four days'
time. Of this class was "Yodel."
Doeta in the subterranean depths 01
s paper office, with the roar of the
giant presses reverberating in his ear:
worked this representative type of the
"alley." At the surrounding tables
three other "sleeponts" labored, and
while they labored they sang. One
day "Yodel" chimed in the choruses
and then started to yodel after the
fashion of the Swiss singers whom he
had heard from the gallery seat of s
vaudeville theater.
High above the noises of the presses
his voice rang out and every one o:
the 64) "stuffers" stopped their wort
and stared at him in astonishment.
Then every one seemed to simultane
°ugly start their hands to clapping
"Yodel" was the boy's name there
after.
"Big" Bill, the foreman of the
"stuffers," was the only one who dis
liked "Yodel." Something about the
lad's delicate face acted on his coarse
nature Ilk?' a red rag waved in the
face of a bull. In that room, where ev
cry inmate had an interesting 'ton
of his former life to tell, "Yodel" wet
instinetively recognized as having fal
ten from a higher estate.
"Big" Bill knew this, and the too)
always irritated him. on a busy Sat
urday afternoon "Yodel" had just fin
lahed warbling with his birdlike VOiel
when "Big" Blii stepped up to him.
"You want to cut that out!" he cried
"I've stood it six weeks an' I ain't go
in' to stand it any longer. The boyi
can't, do their work while they're Its
tening to you. If you ever make the:
noise, you call yodeling, again—I'll An
you, seer
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade
for he did not want to lose his posi-
tion. But "ben the foreman hae
walked away "Yodel" was surrounded
by a group of sympathizers.
"That fellow don't like me," he said
"Why, my old man used to orde:
around dozens of fellows like him."
"What did you run away from home
for, 'Yodel?"" asked a sympathetic lis-
tener.
don't know. Just got tired of it,
(guess," answered the waif. "Had a
swell home up on Diversey street, but
I got Cie 'bumming' habit an' Cii-Ifte.1
to the alley."
-That's where Big Bill goes," said
another "stuffer," "up on Diversey
street to see his girl. I heard him
telling Johnson about it."
"Diversey street is a long thorough-
fare," replied "Yodel," and the whole
crowd laughed.
Saturday night a press broke down
and delayed the "stuffers." Finally
when papers again began to appear on
the table the boys were kept busy
working like fiends to get the mail edi-
Uon out. Nobody sang or whivied;
every one was laboring like a Trojan,
and no one noticed that "Big" Bill was
showing a group of friends the sights
of the "stuffing" room. "Yodel"
glanced at the party, and his face
paled, while his eyes glittered with ex.
citement, as be looked at the face of
a girl in the group.
"Now, watch the fun." he whispered
to his right-hand fellow worker. "Yo-
del" threw back his head and caroled.
Up, up—high above the noises of the
mailing room rose his silvery voice,
and every one looked around in aston-
ishment.
"Big" Bill's face turned red as fire,
and he hastened over to the boy, fol-
lowed by the rest, of his friends.
"I'll fire you!" he shouted. "I told
you not to holler any more, didn't I?
For two cents I'd throw you out 'the
door—"
But the newsboy was not listening
to "Big" Bill. Neither was the rest
of the group. The girl was staring at
"Yodel" and "Yodel" was smiling back
at her.
"Henry!" she screamed.
Henry!"
"Hello, sleet- said "Yodel." "Say,
do you go with this big dub?" he
rnorted defiantly. "I'll come back
home if you'll promise to turn him
down!"
"Why,
"You ought to have seen Big Bill,"
said "Yodel" the next day, when, re-
splendent in a new suit of clothes, he
strolled back to the "alley." "Say, he
tried to square himself, but sis' passed
him up. It was no go after what I told
her. Me? Oh, I'm going back to
school. No more stufliin' for mine."—
Chicago hecord-Herald.
Handicapped.
There was a slight gale and some talk
of shipwreck.
"Well, if we go down," said the corset
drummer, "I can keep right on selling
straight fronts to the mermaids."
"No chance for business for me, how-
ever,* declared the corpulent drummer,
"Why not?"
"I sell plippers."--Chicago Sun.
Possibly to Absorb Them.
Rodrick—There,la certainly a num-
ber of blots on some of the big insur-
ance concerns these days.
Van Albert—By George, I wonder II
that, Is grey the insurance companies
give out so many blotters as adyertfate
gzeuts.--cbicago Daily News.
"A LANDSCAPE
BY MARTEL"
"It doesn't seem So very long to
me since I was passing through my
secondary starving stage here in New
York," said a landscape painter who
has been very successful in recent
years. "My first starving period was
in Paris. I had four years of it
there. There wasn't anything ro-
mantic or engaging about it. ,
"The outlook for me was pretty
poor when I got back to, New York.
I got a picture or so skiclel at the ex-
hibitions here, but I coulln't sell any-
thing worth mentioning. At that
time I did a good deal of meditating
on the life and general environment
of truck drivers al a
"The dealers just about kept me
alive. One day -I got hold of
enough carfare to run up into tho
country, up Westchester way, and a
little Bronx scene caught my fancy.
"An arch of new leaves, very clear
whity-blue water, a dead oak across
the stream and a lot of sifted sun-
light—I painted it, and it was all right,
if I do say so as oughtn't. I know it
was all right. '
"My best dealer offered me ten dol-
lars for it. I folded- the wrapper
around it and took It down the line.
My second-beat dealer offered me
eight dollars for the little picture.
"I wrapped it up again, and went
on. Ten dollars was the best offer I
could get for it. I took it back to
my studio—great name, that, for the
little eight by ten dive I had then—
and turned the picture to the wall.
"'Not on their lives,' I growled to
myself, 'will they get it for any ten,
or for three Utiles any ten. This is
a good picture. If I can't get $50
for it, I'll saw the canvas into shoe-
strings. I steed shoestrings, anyhow.'
"About • week later a man I never
saw before came to my studio. A
nervous, chatty, shrewd-eyed chap
he was, well dressed, prosperous look-
ing—a thorough-going Yankee, by the
way he talked.
' "'Sat anything to sell?' he asked
Pe- ,
" 'Oh, ar dealer!' I thought, exultant-
antly. A dealer actually looking me
kip! That was odd.
"'Stews of things,' I told him. 'I :3k
'em over. All tor sale.'
"He critically examined ..uoilt 10
canvases that I had l .-ed aroc.1.4
the little painting des td finally he
came to my little Broe eosins.
"'Give you $60 for ti. a' ao mi,
after be had examined it.
"'God rest you, merry geo, •Ti.aen—
it's yours,' said I.
"He paid me the $50 and took
the picture out under his arm, telling
me that he'd come back again some
time or other I've never seen him
I "Well, a few evenings ago a NewYork man of my acquaintance invited
me to his house to have a look at nis
pictures. He told me that he had a
good deal of rubbish, but then, a few
good ones, too.
"I found that he had more good
ones than rnbbtsh. He showed them
all to me li detail, telling me their
prices, frankly.
"Then he came to my little Brc:.-.
scene—recognized it instantly!
"'Now, here's one of my beauties,'
he said, not observing my surprise,
which yc.• Tay suppose was consider-
able. 'A Lit of the headwaters of the
River Loire. By an obs_ure artist, it
is true—one Jacques Martel—but
none the less a real gem. I prize it
very highly. Essentially the new
French school, isn't it, that way of
treating fanlight? This Jacques Mar-
tel, I understand, was a very young
artist, who died prematurely, just
when he was beginning to gain recog-
nition. Very sad. Mellow, that sun-
light, isn't it?'
"'Oh, delightfully mellow,' said I,
quite frankly. 'Nine picture. I don't
seem to remember Martel, though.
This thing proves that he had prom-
ise, undeniably. You got the picture
at a bargain?'
"'Well, no, I did not,' my New York
friend replied. 'I paid rather a stiff
price for that bit. That's the trouble
with some of these agents—they do
so gruel you. I paid seven hundred and
fifty for that. I liked it. and I want-
ed it keenly, and the man who sold it
to me had such an exalted idea of the
fame that would come to Martel, the
dead young painter, after the real
value of his work was recognized. I
don't begrudge the money, however.
Lot of inspiration and atmosphere in
that little picture, don't you think?'
' "'Martel would have become emi-
nent had he lived,' I replied, quite
truthfully, for Martel never did live,
of course, and the crafty dealer who
had sold the picture as a 'Martel.'
had painted in the fictitious signature
with a delightfully Frenchy flourish.
"Where woold have been the use of
utting the owner of my little old
x scene right? I'm only an
Am lean, with rather a prosaic name
for an artist, and all of the sunlight
would go out of that picture for the
owner. I think, if I were to tell him
there had been no Martel alive or
dead, and that I had sold the _picture
for $60. and had been dmicedly glad
to get it."—N. Y. Sun.
Always Were Loaded,
Prof. Boyd Dawkins In a recent Lon-
don lecture oo ancient Britons said
there was no doubt that they played
dice. He described one of their dice
boxes which had been found and which
contained foe?' oblong dice marked up
to els. The remarkable fact about the
dice, said the protegees, was that they
were all loaded.
Toe
Florida,
via!
Southern Railway
and
Queen it Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and- St. Augustine to. a, m, ne
xt
day, without change: Dining 
car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:4,5 p. m., carries observati
on
sleeper da.:ye, ..cirt Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Puill-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Wmter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, ar,
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land oft
the Sky" and "Sappl,ire Country'"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win.
'ter Homes." rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hurrgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, O.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St,
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
rcad for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Gr%at Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twiirscrew, ninetee.1 knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" S!eeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspicesAd
Raymond & Whitcomb, -will leave--
chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for. Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for tate Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pulln.ans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly .Excur-
sions to California. Excuesion cars
through. to Los Angeles and San
Frantisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tuts
day from Cincinnati and Lonisvill•
via Omaha and" the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central arid connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jog. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville. -
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mere
phis.
A. H. HANSON. P. T. M..
Chicago.
• S. G. ITATCE.. G. P. A..
Chicago,
..011111•1/ • • t
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Dear She
the allsktest doubt as to he
hieing and saM1ring Quaky • VIM
of the
Gillette
Safety Razor
will entirely Ziapel it Army mea
shave with Ito. readily as though ha
hod aleMasharod himself. TM an
ham &OW Macaw h imam to
Illam It ha. twelve Wain deathbed's/
blades table as gayer, tallballad and
ghat hattleshod by our proems to that
It takes diamond dust to griad
them. Each blade 11•011 tea to
thirty parteet Marie. Chas sad
blades peeked and web/ direct
from ths eseisers. ameba thee
to be new. Always ready fra ...-
No Stropping
or Honing
T' "i4 oat yourself °Irbil le
Mat maurealf • smooth. delightful
shave. • Gillette lobo for years.
When you have used each re she
edges until dull, return to as sad
we Mb*" JPOG air new glades to
=7th' 111 no met to PM.sallbgasi Wedge at nom
bat ease.
Can and sessile" ess Uses.
It will ens you aesaisit is ste
MT HERSON
Drug Store.
- • SPECIAL AGENT.
Friday Meriting, March a, 1906.
LOCAL NEWS
• Fe Will:uses of Murray a.te
R. L. Teacher, of this city, yts.erde.,
bnueht tee Atlantic saloon of W.
• nesailitesoise
e.
—Ake Petcr. Allen, oi Arcadia, has
etuseel I
otediee feeette an attach of lagrippe.
—Corner Frank Eaker held an .in-
- 
stuest yesterday over the retuaine of
Genre& Jones, tsve-monthseele- child
am Herr: on near 13th. Tlee child
' died of pneumonia without a doctor
imdetivis necessiteted the coreees re-
vitiet:Olehe remains tto see thit death
• --id naturally.
—Yesterday Health Officer Wm.
Graves ma..: out his report, show-
ing 33' death bee: tiering February, as
against 37 for tile same month of
19°5.
—The "Lily and Prince" tro•
passed through here - yesterday -n
route to Henderson from Cairo where
they showed tee nieht before.
BUSCH4S ENGAGE GADSKI .
'IP "SING AT WEDDING
AT COST OF $2,500.
Los Angeks, Cal., March I.—The
Busehes have engaged Gadslci to sing
at the reception following the wed-
ding Saturday of Miss Busch and
Lieutenant Scheirer. They will pay
her $2,500 to cancel her concert en-
gagement.
Lieutenant Schauer and Miss
Busch will travel extensively in Mr.
Bosch will travel extensively in Mr.
Busch's private car after the cere-
loony.
ewe 
WANTS 
FOR RENT- --Major Moss place in
Arcadia. Apply *6 Jesse r Moss.
FOR. RENT—Front room, furnace.
heat, sio Washington St., Telephine
4. LEP,
Wanted—White girl waiters. Ad-
_ 
dress. Mrs. M. Hogan, 6o8 Ken-
tucky avenue.
WANTED—At once, good cook.
Mod hditne' and wages to right per-
son. None but good cook need ap-
piy . 822 "Suirth Fourth street.
FOR RENT—Three rooms for $8,
and two furnished rooms complete
fin lightehniteekeeping for' $12. Apply
i-246 Breadway.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmaetied men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and 'write- English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Fthorites in. Paducah for
30 Years
Soule's Balm
(For the Skin.)
Soule's
Liver Capsule
(For Biliousness)
25c each.
Under permision of Mrs. Bettie
Scule these excellere preparations
are now Trade and sold by
R. W. WALKFR & CO.,
PERSONAS
Hon. Jake Cerbett of NVickliffe, Ky.,
was in the city yesterday.
'MT. Jesse Weil has returned from
a several week's trip through the
East.
Mr. William Husbands and bride
arrived there yesterday morning from
Cincinnati, Ohio where they were
niarried several days ago, aud are
now visiting :he fcx-mer's father, Mr.
Gip fluebam ., the retired capitalist.
Col. Victor. Van de Male will today
return from a drumtming irip through
Tennessee. '
'IST. R. A. I ticks has returned from
Chattanooga, "Fenn.,• to, again locate
here. His family will arrive ehortly.
Mr. S. Wal!ace Weil yesterday re-
turned from a week's trip to Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Superintendent A. H. Egan of the
Louisville dive-ion, arrived in the city
again yesterday.
Mir. Carl H. Pink, the leather-
working drum' -ter, arrived here yes-
terday. He is 'rum Louisville.
Mr. Harry • 1 is of the C. H.
Rieke force . ;raveling men, re-
turned last night from a trip to
Missouri.
Mr. Louis Rieke. Jr., has returned
from a, several uecks trip to New
York for this house.
Mr. John Williams and two daugh-
ters. of Cadiz, Ky., %ill today *turn
home after visiting the family of Mr.
Needham Allen out in the county.
Miss Matte Brandon, of Benton,
will arrive today to visit her brother,
Mr. George Brandon, of South Tenth'
street.,
Mks. I. Bodenheimer has returned
4.- es visiting her deughter, Mrs.
tt,cobs of Ames, Iowa.
Mesdamee J. B. Gardner and Wil-
liam Gray have gone to Hoplainsville,
Ky., to visit the fortner's mother.
Misses 'WY-Vie Ritter and Myrtle
Griffith of Paris, Tenn., have returned
home after visiting here.
elle Lew Palmer has returned from
vieeing in St. Louis.
Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardey has
returned from Chicago and St. Louis
where she stoiptied over for the tnil-
!leery 'markets, whik en route back
from visiting here husband .who is
located in Los Angeles, Call
'Mr. Frank Riekeseind wife have re-
tweeted- iron* New Nialla.
Mrs. S. E. Nommen of Murray is
visiting her dattgbier; Mss. lohe
Reavis of Trilitabioittreet.
Dr. B. T. FfElelitlain Iola yeeter-
day on profkesiMie business.
Mks. 'H. C. Allison yesterday ree-
turned from visiting in Mayfield.
Comersonwealth Attorney Jahn G.
Lovett. of Benton, returned home
yesterday after spending a day or two
here.
Mire. L. E. Dodd and children yes-
terchy went to visit relatives at Ban-
dana. '
Postman Jesse G. Curd was in
Mayfield yesterday on business.
Lawyer E; NIk elilegby, today as
referree in bankruptcy, goes to Mur-
ray to attend the creditors' first meet-
ing in the Bogard Williams case.
CHURCHES.
Good Work Being Done at Rescue
Mission by Workers.
The revivals at the Rescue Mission,
on South Third street, are proving
every interrestene, (large congwegal
eons attending each evening and
helping in the good accomplished.
Rev. Garland of Smiteland is preach-
ing :ionic strong sermons, while Mr.
Starr assists materially with his ex-
cellent singing:
Bev. C. E. Perryman has returned
from Brookport. Ill., where for the
past month he has been conducting a
Bloptise revival that resulted in many
conversions.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Lathes' Mite society of the First
Baptist church will meet with MTS.
J. R. Cobdurn, of 414 Washington
street.
Each Thursday evening at 7:30
o'clock Rev. A. C, Men will conduce
a special Lenten service at the Ger-
man Lutheran church on South
Jenard.' street.
WON BY CHICAGO WELCOME.
Next National Meeting of School
Superintendents Comes Here.
LouVille, Ky., March I.—The as-
-,ertion today in the convention of
the department of superintendents of
the National( Velucation association
by two or three delegates in nomi-
nating Chicago as the next meeting
piece of the superintendents „ "that
Chicago was else only city in the
country where we have ever been
triated according to our liking" was
evidently effective, despite expres-
siorls of disapproval from many d l-
egates against the claims of other
contestants, the delegates voting in
the -afternoon session to hold. The
next annual meeting in Chicago.
Two hundred and eleven votes were
recorded in favor of Chicago to 103
for St. Paul and 89 for Hot Springs,
Ark.
W. J. O'Connor, a MIddletown, O.,
saloon keeper, was probably fatally Foot Of
private detective who letiPbeen em-
ployed to aesist the Middletown
police breaking tip gambling. 
S°tirt2te West Kentucky Coal -Co.@hot by Charles Gay, a Cincinnati
ated
ATTAINING
SUCCESS
LAWYER TAYLOR HIGHLY
PLEASED OVER RESULT
OF PROJECT.
Everything Is Now 'Well Under Way
For Erection of the Chain of
Cotton Storage Warehouses.
THE RIVERS
—..._....
Cairo, 25.4, rising,
Ohattianaoga, 5.3, rising.
Cincinnati 15.8, rising.
Evansville-12.1, rising.
Florence-4.o, falling.
Johnsonville, 7.0, rising.
Louisville, 6.4, rising.
Mk. Carmel, 5.9, falling.
Nashville, 12.8, falling.
Pittsburg, 3.1, falling.
Davis Island Dern, 5.4, falling.
St. Louis ,22.6, rising.
Mit. VernonMet.9, rising.
'Padecah, 13.7, rising.
There got out o fthe Tennessee
river last night the steadier Kentucky
Which lays until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon 'before skipping away on
her return to that stream.
The Dick Fowler leayes for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock anti comes
wherein will he stored the cotton back fonight about it. .
1crop by the farmers. Mr. Taylor on The Joe Fowler comes in from
arriving here, said the wealthy peo- Evansville this morning and gets
pie essociated with him were more away on her return to that city ii-
than enthusiastic over the project I mediately.-
whieb is a certainty, notwithstanding
it takes' Trillions to successfully
finance the mammoth undertaking.
Mr. Taylor competed all arrange-
iment 9 for the $10,000,000 company
that will take over the $30o,000 con-
cern which he has already organized.
Three-fifths of the stock of the latter
company, has already been sold, and
when the remainder is placed, the
hrtger company wsviN take over the
business of the smeller one.
This year's cotton crop will not
commence coming in until next
October, and Mir. Taylor states they
will have ienpie time in which to con-
struct their chain of warehouses
down South, and be prepared to han-
dle the crop as quickly as it is
brought in by the farmers.
Yesterday Mr. Taylor received a
letter from President John Martin at
the Tevas Cotton Growers' associa-
tion, which is an organization inde-
pendent of the big Souther* associa-
tion that has 35o,00o menithis, latter
of which has already boned itself to
store every pound of cotton raised,
in thewarehottses being engineered
by the Paducahan. President Martin
said his organization numbered
thousands of prominent growers and
tiler wanted to close contracts with
Mir. Taylor's company to care for
their crop also, from a storage stand-
point. Mir. Martin is a well known
dormer Padacaban, who tmeried a
Miss leallam of this city, and is now
located in Dallas, Texts.
(The Memphis Conunerehil-Appeal
yesterday said:
0. P. Pyle, of Milie0111, Tex, pres
ident oktho Xational Enpsene. Untor.
was 'in Memelrin eester; •-isteetiaietoF
ince with the piesidept. •eiaiseeseate:
el n Warehouse and tS orage cons-
parry. Mr. Pyle said that he con-
sidered the outlook for the new vent
ure very encouraging and flat he be-
t:eyed that they would have little or
no trouble in controlling the price.
When asked as to how they would
regulate . the price which' the market
was over supplied, he said that it
was their purpose its buildding the
warehouse to keep the market from
Lein overcrowded with cotton. "By
means of our plan," he continued,
"filly will be ae good a cotton month
as October, for when uhe market is
supplied the cotton will be held over
until tee next year, when less cotton
will be planted dad the,ground util-
ized for something else."
When asked what he considered a
fair price to be asked kir the cotton,
he said that the believed if-wonid be.
in the neighborhood of 15 cents..
The work of dividing the South
heti) district, will be carried on, in
connection with the National Fartn-
ees' Union, which they expect to
complete wiehin the next thirty days.
It is expected that the South •will be
divided into about fifteen or twenty
d hiistricte at the head of wh ch will be
placed a cotton expert under whose
charge there will-be from thirty-five
to forty warehouses. "
Mr. Pyle also stated *at the ex-
ecutive committee of the National
Farmers' Union was very strongly
in favor Of moilng their headquar-
ters from. Minieola, Tex.. to Memphis,
adthat it would probably be done
in the near future.
Attorney L. K. Taylor yesterday
'morning returnee from Memphis,
Ten., where he has been since last
Saturday on business connected with
his gigantic project of constructing
cotton warehouses all over Ole South
Eletard Glantz of West Bend,
VVlis., one of the tied) United States
deputy marshillls, has been appTinted
chief tkpiity to succeed the late Al-
bion Johnsto4. William Guy, an old-
time conductor on the Northwestern
road, has been chosen to the position
made vacant by Giantz's promotion.
The John S. Hopkins' came in yes-
terday and left immediately on her
return to Evansville. She contis
again tomorrow.
The Buttorff gets away from Na'ie
mille tomorrow and reaches this city
Sunday. She the nlays at the local
harbor until noon Monday before
skipping away for Clarksville.
The Stacker Lee passes here today
er route to Cincinnati from Mem-
phis.
'Phe Rees Lee gets here tomorrow
bound for Afemplris from Cincinnati.
The Satillo got to St. Lotus last
night and leaves there thie afternoon
on her return this way. She gets
here Sunday morning about 2 o'clock
on her way up for the Tennessee
river.
MURDER AND SUICID/C
FOLLOW A DEATH.
Brother-in-Law Quarrels with Hun
band of Woman Who Lay Dead
in Next Room.
New York, March 1.—Thomas
Dettman today shot and killed his
brother-in-taw, Thomas Feanen, dur-
ing a quarrel over the death of Fen-
nen's young wife, Dettman's sister,
whose body at the time of the shoot-
ing lay awaiting %trial in an adjoin-
ing room in the Witte house. Dett-
man then put a bullet into his own
head, dying instantly.
The tragedy occurred in Fenner's
home, in she Flatlinsh section of
Brooklyn. Dettman had come to at-
tend the funeral ceremony and quar-
reled with his brother-in-law over a
-..einperation which had r
stilted' in Mks. Fennen's death.
STATUE I SREADY
Senator McCreary Suggests That It
Be Inspected in March
Washington. March I.—Senator
McCreary be. been notified by Ad-
ams & Song, comractogi for the Goe-
bel statue, that Chas. H. Niehaus,
the New York sculptor, has a design
in clay of the statue ready for inspec
tion.
'Ii&Creary 'has written to his asso-
ciates of the Goebel' Monument com-
mission, Gov. 'Beckham, Lewis Mc-,
Quown, Gen. David Murray, 1.
E. Hume, Ms. C. C. McCord, Mrs.
C. M. Lewis, miss saiiie Jackson
and Mrs. Edward Fennell, suggest-
ing that a date hi March be chosen
for inspection of the model.
MURRAY HAS
EIGHT NEWSPAPERS
Murray is prolific in newspapers.
The Times, Ledger, Neigblecrhaiod
News, Prattrryil Advocate, Altruist,
NeW9 and Truths, 'vesur and the lat
Mt, Daily Free Press, sprung on the
people Monday afternoon by Osticnei
and Meloan, with John Meloan as
editor. It proposes to appear every
afternoon except Sunday, and to "fill
a long felt want." We with it much
success and a long and happy voy-
age over troubloue sea of country
journalism.—Calloway Times.
JORDAN LOCATED.
Former Equitable C trollea I.
Sorry He Was Fdbnd.
Little Rock, Ark. March t. It was
!carnet, that Thomas D. Jordan,. for-
mer comptroller of the Equitable
Life Assurance society, who was
wanted, during the recent insuraece
THE KENT
TELEPHONT 548.
Matinee and Night,
B. C. WHITNEY'S Piqu
NEW YORK CAST:
Herbert Cawthorrie
Harry Watson
Sam Mylie
Chas. Purcell
Harry Griffith
Robt. Kane
Leclie Leigh
Susie FOrester
Mattie Marta
Franco Savage
Lillian Gorman.
Famous For
Music, Fun
and Beau
CKY
Saturday, March 3
ant Musical Mixture
sle
Twenty
WhistIlig
Song Hits
and
Unique
Dances
Spice
Book by Allen Lowe and Geo. E.
Stoddard.
Music by Jerome and Shindlite.
Staged by Gus &Alike.
ORGANIZATION OF 75 PSOPLIt.
iso NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. to NIGHTS IN BOSTON.
aso NIGHTS IN CHICAGO,-
416_4 a 
PRICES—Matinee, soc, ysc and Soo. Claawn sp.
WONT PRICES--osc, c, soc, 73e, St toe and $z.o.
Seats on sale Friday, g a. in.
investigation in New. York, is at przs
ere stopping with his wife at ome of
the leading hotels in Hot Springs,
Ark. Mr. Jordan did not care to
anakc conet.Tr.... his
absence from New York, but his wife
said: "I am sorry we have been
found here. It will cause too much
needkse publicity."
Suparlativedy
"Oat risk eh? Well, he's a ban
ma. roes ellonati."
-Ysa, but or him Hooray biddloen
him Yes kaowed Jiver s.
"Yew. •but I hadn't hoard tbst bad
IlationipUshod anything.-
, "Ils's *kW onto& ja—Itssliss
Pest
Zs Didn't
Tow Illesimodd-1 last yank butimil
at the dodo es etas, sight
lers• 011111111111--Tts
Young Saphs6d-3.e is—sr—ss Abb.
• doal ye know.
Mrs. Gaydog—No &Woes? I timid
say not Chickens some bora* to roost
.—Laulsville Courier-Journal.
The Champion Drawing Card.
Fair Customer (breatklassly)—I ass
you are advertising shot silks at Mrs
emits a yard.
Woman (blandly)—Tea, stadara and
they will do beautifully for mosquito
setting. You as. they mune In an ex-
press car that was held up by train rob-
lisrs.—N. Y. Weekly.
'& KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE s48.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Wednesday Mch.7
"A GREAT ACTRESS
AND
A GREAT PLAY."
Richmond News- Leader.
FLOR.ENCE
DAVIS
Supported by
ELLIOTT 14EXTER
And a Notable Company
In a Romantic Comedy
Entitled
"N• Player Maid
An Unsurpassed Display of
COSTUMES AND
SCENIC SPLENDOR.
PRICES—Night, 25, 35, 30, 75, $1
and $1 .50. Matinee—Children 23c,
-dults 50C.
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
liesith nd p"atv.
A pinch of salt in a glass of warm
water is good for bathing weak or
tired eyes.
When a griping pain occurs- in she
abdomen a strong aperient should be
taken at once. Pads made of hot
flannel* will sometimes give relief
until themed citibasacted  
The marriage relation would take
care of itself if it, were not for the
married relations.
We seldom sulk:fenny prize the
collar button that doesn't roll under
the bureau.
.1
To "cuss" on the streets of Lancas-
ter is a violation of a city ordinance-
enforced. A person may think damn
it, ben he most not do so "out load."
ft.
Mayfield is to have two knit-
carriers.
Talk of extending city limits of
Danville.
Another telephone company wants
a franchise in Lancaster.
It pays to hp the best
watch you can Word.
Anyone can al-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.
J. L. WO LFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
AD[WATE   '-um""Nuts..  12c  Bushel.
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephones254:
. INCORPORATED. Paris, France, March t.—The eep-
Druggists, F7'11 and B'way. aretion snit of the Castellanes. tame
' •  Both Phones 175. ip and was postponed, for two weeks.
p.
,
'
